
Relativistic Density Functional TheoryE. Engel and R. M. DreizlerInstitut f�ur Theoretische Physik, Universit�at Frankfurt, Robert Mayer Str. 8-10,60054 Frankfurt/Main, GermanySummary. An overview of relativistic density functional theory covering its foun-dations, the construction of explicit functionals and applications to spherical atomsis given. After a brief summary of the relevant �eld theoretical background we dis-cuss the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem for quantum electrodynamical systems as wellas the corresponding Kohn-Sham equations, emphasising in particular the renor-malisation of ground state energies and currents required. We then outline thetransition from the full quantum electrodynamical Kohn-Sham equations to themore practical variants which are actually used in applications. As an extension ofthe Kohn-Sham equations we also summarise the relativistic optimised-potential-method (OPM) which, in addition to the kinetic energy, also treats the exchangeenergy on the basis of Kohn-Sham orbitals. As far as the construction of explicitfunctionals is concerned, we review the local density approximation (LDA) and theweighted density approximation (WDA) for the exchange-correlation energy as wellas the gradient expansion of the kinetic energy, again addressing in detail questionsof renormalisation. The relativistic corrections to the ground state, single particleand exchange energies as well as exchange potentials of atoms are then examinedwithin the exchange-only limit of the no-sea approximation to the full relativisticKohn-Sham equations, comparing the LDA and the WDA with the results obtainedby the relativistic OPM. In addition, we investigate transverse exchange and corre-lation contributions within the LDA by comparison with quantum chemical data.1. IntroductionDensity functional theory (DFT) of nonrelativistic many particle systems hasprogressed steadily over the last thirty years, so that it is now able to competesuccessfully with more traditional many body techniques, as e.g. con�gura-tion interaction (CI) methods, for the ab initio determination of ground stateproperties [1, 2, 3, 4]. The CI approach involves a rather straightforward con-cept, whose application is, however, limited by technical aspects (computerspeed and memory) to systems with modest particle numbers. In the DFapproach the �rst task is to �nd a su�ciently accurate representation of theground state energy and other ground state observables as functionals of theground state density. If such a representation is available (at least for a widerclass of systems as e.g. �nite Coulomb systems) further application is muchsimpler and can be carried through for larger systems.For the application of DFT two avenues are possible. The �rst is the ex-ploitation of a direct variational principle [5] with the density (or some suit-able extension as spin-up and spin-down densities) as the basic variationalvariable. With this approach, usually referred to as extended Thomas-Fermi(ETF) models, no results of high accuracy have been obtained. The second,



2 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerthe Kohn-Sham (KS) scheme [6], relies on a representation of the density interms of single particle orbitals. In this sense it is akin to the Hartree-Fock(HF) approach. The di�erence is, however, that the KS orbitals experience alocal (i.e. multiplicative) single-particle potential, which also includes corre-lation e�ects (at least to some degree, depending on the state of art). In thelast years rather re�ned approximations for this potential have been devel-oped (as e.g. generalised gradient approximations | GGAs), which yieldedamong others results that compared favourably with conventional many-bodymethods in recent comparative studies for a variety of small molecules [2, 3].These quantum chemical studies were restricted to rather light elements[2, 3], so that relativistic e�ects did not play any role. However, as soon asheavier atoms are involved (with Au being the prime candidate) they becomeessential for understanding the physical and chemical properties of atomsand molecules. Beyond the well known kinematic e�ects as the contractionor expansion of relativistic orbitals and the corresponding bond length mod-i�cations in molecules, also the nonadditivity of relativistic and exchange-correlation (xc) e�ects has recently been emphasised [7] (for a detailed ac-count of the importance of relativity for chemical bonding we refer the readerto Refs.[8, 9]). Clearly, a DFT description of such high-Z systems also has toreect their relativistic character, in particular, as even for atoms with moder-ate Z relativistic contributions to the xc-energy are larger than the di�erencesbetween the most re�ned nonrelativistic xc-energy functionals [10, 11].The development of a DF approach to relativistic many particle systemshas, however, been much slower than that of its nonrelativistic counterpart,although a precursor of modern relativistic DFT in the form of the relativisticThomas-Fermi (TF) model [12, 13] was established with only a minor timedelay with respect to the nonrelativistic TF approach [14, 15]. This and quitea number of subsequent attempts to incorporate relativity in explicit densityfunctionals [16] were based on the �rst quantised Dirac equation, which isnot an appropriate basis for the discussion of the full scale of relativistic ef-fects in many particle systems. If one wishes to address photon retardatione�ects and antiparticle contributions besides the relativistic kinematics ofthe electrons the correct basis for the discussion of many electron systems isquantum electrodynamics (QED). A comparison of the general structure (andin particular of the diagrammatic formulation) of QED and of nonrelativisticmany body theory reveals de�nite similarities, but the elimination of in�nitezero point energies, the renormalisation of ultraviolet (UV) divergencies aswell as the spinor and tensor structure of the quantities involved introducessubstantial complications in the former case. These additional features arereected in relativistic DFT (RDFT), both on the more formal level and inthe derivation of explicit functionals. An extension of the Hohenberg-Kohn(HK) theorem [5] to the relativistic domain has �rst been formulated byRajagopal and Callaway [17], showing that in a fully relativistic DF formal-ism the four current plays the role of the density as the basic DF variable.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 3The corresponding KS-equations have been given by Rajagopal [18] and in-dependently by MacDonald and Vosko [19]. These authors mainly focussedon the Dirac structure of the relativistic KS (RKS) equations (including thefour component form of the xc-potential) and the retardation correctionsto the Coulomb interaction, but essentially neglected the fundamental ques-tions related to radiative corrections. UV-divergencies �rst showed up in theRDFT context in the derivation of gradient corrections to the kinetic en-ergy [16, 20, 21], but only very recently an attempt has been made [22] toexplicitly deal with the issue of UV-renormalisation in the context of therelativistic HK-theorem and the RKS-equations. As a consequence of thecomplicated structure of the RKS-equations applications beyond their mostsimple version, the Dirac-Fock-Slater (DFS) approach [23] or its extensions[24], in which all relativistic e�ects in the xc-energy (as well as all radiativecorrections) are neglected, are rare (compare Section 5.).In this review we attempt to give a summary of the still restricted knowl-edge of RDFT for Coulomb systems (for an earlier review see [25]). Activityin the �eld of hadronic physics is not covered (we refer the interested readerto the relevant section in [22]). We begin with an outline of the backgroundmaterial in Section 2., but have chosen to relegate nearly all details intothe Appendices. The foundations of RDFT, i.e. the HK-theorem, the KS-scheme, its extension in the form of the optimised potential method (OPM)and some remarks on the nonrelativistic limit, are addressed in Section 3.. Weemphasise, in particular, practical aspects concerning the application of therelativistic KS-scheme. Explicit energy functionals for relativistic Coulombsystems are discussed in Section 4., where we outline the local density approx-imation (LDA) for exchange and, as far as they are known, for correlationcontributions. In addition, we indicate �rst attempts to apply the weighteddensity approximation (WDA) in the relativistic regime. Results for the so-lution of the relativistic KS-equations for atoms are analysed in Section 5..To our knowledge no corresponding results for molecules are yet available.Some concluding remarks indicating open problems and possible extensions(e.g. for thermal relativistic systems) are the contents of the �nal Section 6..As indicated, we provide a more detailed summary of the background ma-terial for the discussion of RDFT in the Appendices. In particular, we addressthe question of perturbative renormalisation in vacuum quantum electrody-namics (Appendix A.), discuss the properties of the relativistic homogeneouselectron gas (RHEG) (Appendix B.) in order to provide the input for therelativistic LDA (RLDA) and add some remarks on QED in the presence ofexternal �elds (Appendix C.). In addition, Appendix D. gives some informa-tion concerning the systematic derivation of inhomogeneity corrections to theRLDA, illustrating in particular the gradient expansion (GE) on the basisof linear response. Although we do not present relativistic ETF-results inthis review, we briey summarise (Appendix E.) the derivation of relativistickinetic energy functionals via a semiclassical expansion of the electron prop-



4 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizleragator as it demonstrates the occurence and subsequent renormalisation ofUV-divergencies in a transparent fashion.We use ~ = c = 1 throughout the manuscript (except for Section 3.4)and our metric is chosen as in Ref.[26], i.e. the space-time coordinates xare given by x� = (x0 = t;x) with x (or r) being the usual position inspace. Greek indices run from 0 to 3, Latin indices from 1 to 3. The summa-tion convention is used throughout. The abbreviations used for the variousfunctionals in this work are based on the following scheme: All relativisticfunctionals are labelled beginning with R (like RLDA for relativistic LDA),while their nonrelativistic counterparts start with NR. The same notationis used for the resulting computational schemes, e.g. NRLDA abbreviatesresults obtained by utilizing the nonrelativistic LDA functional in the non-relativistic KS-equations. The only exception to this rule is the Dirac-Fock-Slater approach (with � = 2=3) characterised by DFS, which corresponds tothe use of the nonrelativistic LDA for the exchange energy in the relativisticKS-equations. Finally, all di�erences between relativistic and nonrelativisticresults are referenced by the generic name of the approximation, e.g. LDA.2. Field Theoretical BackgroundAn appropriate basis for a complete discussion of relativistic e�ects in manyelectron systems (atoms, molecules, clusters, solids) is quantum electrody-namics. In view of the large di�erence between the electron and the nuclearmasses it is legitimate to treat the nuclei as �xed external sources1. Thisstandard approximation relies on the assumption of a common rest framefor all nuclei and thus partially breaks the covariance of the resulting manybody theory. A system of Dirac particles, which interact by the exchange ofphotons and move in a given static external electromagnetic �eld V �(x) (rep-resenting the �xed nuclei | and additional �elds if present) is characterisedby a Lagrangian density of the form [27]L(x) = Le(x) + L(x) + Lint(x) : (2.1)The three terms represent the free Dirac Lagrangian2 of the fermions (elec-trons and positrons),Le(x) = 14�h ̂(x); (i@=! �m) ̂(x)i+ h ̂(x)(�i@= �m);  ̂(x)i� ; (2.2)1 In a truly covariant QED-approach to atoms and molecules both the nuclei andthe electrons would have to be treated as dynamical degrees of freedom (at leaston a classical level in the case of the nuclei).2 The vector bars on top of the partial derivatives indicate the direction in whichthe derivative has to be taken, i.e. in the second term of Le the partial derivativesact on  ̂(x).



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 5the free photon Lagrangian,L(x) = � 116� F̂��(x)F̂��(x)� �8� (@�Â�(x))2 ; (2.3)and the interaction termLint(x) = � e ĵ�(x) �Â�(x) + V�(x)� : (2.4)The operators  ̂(x) and Â�(x) are the fermion and photon �eld operators,F̂��(x) = @�Â�(x)� @�Â�(x) ; (2.5)and ĵ�(x) = 12h ̂(x); � ̂(x)i (2.6)is the fermion four current operator. For the photon �elds we have chosento work in the covariant gauge so that we had to introduce the gauge �xingterm [27, 26] � �8� (@�Â�(x))2and to use the Gupta-Bleuler inde�nite metric quantisation. For brevity weshall often restrict explicit formulae to some particular gauge, as e.g. theFeynman gauge � = 1 or Landau gauge � = 1. For the external potentialwe use the gauge @iV i(x) = r �V (x) = 0.One of the most important properties of the Lagrangian (2.1) is its gaugeinvariance: A gauge transformation of the photon �eld,Â�(x)! Â0�(x) = Â�(x) + @��(x) ; @�@��(x) = 0 ; (2.7)can be absorbed by an accompanying phase transformation of the fermion�eld operator  ̂(x)!  ̂0(x) = exp[�ie�(x)]  ̂(x) ; (2.8)leaving the Lagrangian (2.1) invariant,L( ̂0; Â0) = L( ̂; Â) : (2.9)On the other hand, due to the choice of a particular Lorentz frame the gaugeinvariance of L with respect to gauge transformations of the external potentialhas been partially broken: Only static gauge transformations,V 0�(x) = V�(x) + @��(t;x) (2.10) ̂0(x) = exp[�ie�(t;x)]  ̂(x) (2.11)�(t;x) = Ct+ �(x) ; 4�(x) = 0 ; (2.12)are admitted within the common rest frame of the nuclei. In addition tothe Lagrangian the four current ĵ�(x), Eq.(2.6), is also invariant under thetransformations (2.7,2.8) and (2.10-2.12).



6 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerMoreover, both the Lagrangian and the electronic four current have beenwritten in a charge conjugation invariant form [27], i.e. under the chargeconjugation Ĉ (transforming electrons into positrons and vice versa) the fourcurrent (as a charge current rather than a probability current) changes itssign, Ĉ ĵ�(x) Ĉ+ = �ĵ�(x) ; (2.13)while in L the fermion charge manifests itself in the coupling to externalsources, Ĉ L[V �] Ĉ+ = L[�V �] ; (2.14)i.e. an external potential which attracts electrons repels positrons.It is useful for the following discussion to consider the symmetries ofthe Lagrangian (2.1) in order to analyse the conservation laws of a systemcharacterised by (2.1) on the most general level, i.e. without further specifyingV �, and their consequences for the structure of a density functional approachto (2.1). We �rst consider continuous symmetries which in the �eld theoreticalcontext are usually discussed on the basis of Noether's theorem (see e.g.[26, 28]). The most obvious symmetry of the Lagrangian (2.1), its gaugeinvariance (2.9), directly reects current conservation,@� ĵ�(x) = 0 ; (2.15)and thus conservation of the total charge,Q̂ = Z d3x ĵ0(x) = 12 Z d3x h ̂+(x);  ̂(x)i : (2.16)As a consequence any ground state resulting from (2.1) can be classi�ed withrespect to its charge (but not particle number).Energy and momentum conservation can be directly deduced from the'continuity' equation for the energy momentum tensor3 [27, 28]. For the T̂ ��resulting from (2.1) one �ndsT̂ ��(x) = i8h ̂(x);��@!� + �@!� � �@ � � �@ �� ̂(x)i (2.17)+ 14��F̂��(x)F̂ �� (x) + 14g��F̂ (x)2 � �2 g���@�Â�(x)�2� ��@�@� Â� (x)��g�� Â�(x)� g��Â�(x) � g��Â�(x)��� e2�ĵ�(x)Â�(x) + ĵ�(x)Â�(x)�+ e2�ĵ�(x)V �(x)� ĵ�(x)V �(x)� :3 We base our considerations on the 'symmetric' energy momentum tensor T̂��rather than the canonical �̂�� . Both versions of the energy momentum tensor,of course, satisfy identical 'continuity' equations, i.e. all physical results areindependent of this choice. T̂�� represents a covariant combination of the energy,momentum and stress densities of the system.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 7From the last line of Eq.(2.17) it is obvious that, as we are dealing with anopen system, the source �eld breaks the symmetry of T̂�� . As an immediateconsequence T̂�� does not satisfy a homogeneous 'continuity' equation butrather the external potential acts as a source of momentum,@�T̂��(x) = e ĵ�(x) @�V �(x) : (2.18)Only the zeroth component of the total four momentum, i.e. the energy, isconserved for general time-independent external potentials,@�T̂ �0(x) = 0 ) Z d3x T̂ 00(x) is conserved : (2.19)This implies that the system can be regarded as stationary in the commonrest frame of the sources which allows an identi�cation of the Hamiltonian,Ĥ � Z d3x T̂ 00(x) = Ĥe + Ĥ + Ĥint + Ĥext (2.20)Ĥe = 12 Z d3x h ̂(x);�� i �r +m� ̂(x)i (2.21)Ĥ = � 18� Z d3x n@0Â�(x)@0Â�(x) +rÂ�(x) �rÂ�(x)o (2.22)Ĥint = e Z d3x ĵ�(x) Â�(x) (2.23)Ĥext = e Z d3x ĵ�(x) V�(x) ; (2.24)where we have chosen Feynman gauge, � = 1, for simplicity. If, in addition,the potential is independent of one spatial coordinate the corresponding mo-mentum is also conserved.The discussion of angular momentum conservation is based on the gener-alised angular momentum tensor4 (compare [27, 28]),Ĵ�;�� = Ĵ�;��e + Ĵ�;�� (2.25)Ĵ�;��e = �14� ̂;�i��x�@!� � @ �x� � x�@!� + @ �x��+ n�; ���2 o� ̂�4 Here we have chosen to de�ne the generalised angular momentum tensor viathe canonical energy-momentum tensor ��� ,J�;�� = ���x� � ���x� �Xr;s @L@(@��r)S��rs �s ;where the S��rs characterise the transformation properties of the �elds �s un-der Lorentz transformations [28], rather than via T�� in the form M�;�� =T��x� � T��x�. Both tensors, of course, lead to identical continuity equationsand conserved angular momenta.



8 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerĴ�;�� = 14��F̂�� + �g���@�Â���x�@� Â� � x�@�Â� + g��Â� � g��Â��+�g��x� � g��x��L ;which represents the angular momentum densities of both the fermions(Ĵ�;��e ) and the photons (Ĵ�;�� ) in a covariant form. Eq.(2.25) explicitlydemonstrates the coupling of spin and orbital angular momentum for bothfermions and photons on the most general level. In analogy to Eq.(2.18) theexternal potential acts as a source of angular momentum in the 'continuity'equation for Ĵ�;�� ,@�Ĵ�;�� (x) = e ĵ�(x)�x�@�V �(x) � x�@�V �(x) + g��V �(x)� g��V � (x)� :(2.26)As for the linear momentum, in general no component of the angular momen-tum is conserved: As a �xed nuclear rest frame has been chosen no 'boost'momentum R d3x Ĵ0;0j(x) can be conserved and the conservation of a conven-tional angular momentum component R d3x Ĵ0;ij(x) requires speci�c spatialsymmetries. For instance, if all spatial components V j vanish and V 0 onlydepends on (x1)2 + (x2)2, i.e. for axially symmetric electrostatic potentials,one �nds as expected that the angular momentumwith respect to the x3-axis,R d3x Ĵ0;12(x), is a conserved quantity.As far as discrete symmetries are concerned three types are usually con-sidered within QED [26, 29]:{ For parity to be a good quantum number some reection symmetry of thepotential is required (the same holds, of course, for more complex discretespatial symmetries).{ As for the Lagrangian, charge conjugation is no symmetry of the Hamilto-nian, Ĉ Ĥ[V � ] Ĉ+ = Ĥ[�V � ] ;as long as the external potential does not vanish.{ Finally, time reversal symmetry leads to a twofold degeneracy for purelyelectrostatic potentials V � = (V 0;0). In this special situation not onlythe total charge is conserved, but time reversal introduces an additionalconserved quantum number.As a consequence one �nds that in the general case, in which V �(x) doesnot exhibit some speci�c spatial symmetry and/or some of its componentsvanish, only the charge and the total energy of the system are conserved.Thus the ground state corresponding to (2.20) is nondegenerate in general.In view of this fact there seems to be no need to introduce a coupling of theelectrons (fermions) to an additional external magnetic �eld B [19],Ĥmag = e4m Z d3x  ̂(x)�ij ̂(x) F ijext(x) = � e2m Z d3x  ̂(x)�k ̂(x) Bk(x) ;



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 9in order to lift possible degeneracies as long as the initial vector potential Vis nonzero. Moreover, the interaction of the magnetisation densitym̂k(x) = � e2m  ̂(x)�k ̂(x)with B does not constitute a fully consistent contribution to the QED-Hamiltonian, as it does not take into account the intrinsic coupling of spinand orbital angular momentum. Thus, while Ĥmag may be quite useful un-der certain physical circumstances (e.g. for weakly relativistic problems), itdoes not seem to be appropriate as a basis for a RDFT even in the caseV � = (V 0;0) [19, 30], in which one might want to split up the degeneracyoriginating from time reversal symmetry.As a prerequisite for the discussion of the many body problem impliedby the Lagrangian (2.1) a second point needs to be addressed: The theorybased on (2.1) is not well de�ned but rather requires renormalisation of theresulting Greens functions as well as the expressions for physical observablesas ground state energies and currents (see Appendix A. for further details).In the present context the renormalisation procedure consists of two steps.The �rst is the removal of the divergent vacuum (zero point) energy of non-interacting fermions and photons. This is most easily achieved by explicitsubtraction of the vacuum expectation value of the Hamiltonian. For in-stance, if one considers noninteracting electrons not subject to any externalpotential, i.e. the noninteracting homogeneous electron gas characterised byĤe, Eq.(2.21), the renormalised HamiltonianĤR = Ĥe� < 0jĤej0 > (2.27)leads to a �nite ground state energy. The same procedure can be applied tononinteracting photons.The second part of the renormalisation program, addressing the removalof the ultraviolet (UV) divergencies of QED, which result from the pertur-bative treatment of the interaction of the fermions with photons and theexternal �eld, is more involved. It is instructive to �rst consider noninteract-ing fermions in a given external potential,ĤR = Ĥe + Ĥext� < 0jĤej0 > ; (2.28)where j0 > represents the homogeneous vacuum as in (2.27), so that theenergy calculated from ĤR with respect to the perturbed vacuum (oftencalled Casimir energy [31]) is nonzero. While the Greens functions of thistheory like the fermion propagator (for a precise de�nition of the Greensfunctions see Appendices A.,B.),iG(x; y) = �(x0 � y0) X�n>�F 'n(x)'n(y) exp[�i�n(x0 � y0)] (2.29)��(y0 � x0) X�F��n 'n(x)'n(y) exp[�i�n(x0 � y0)] ;



10 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerwhere the 'n(x) represent the single particle solutions of the correspondingDirac equation,0n� i �r+m + eV= (x)o'n(x) = �n'n(x) ; (2.30)are �nite without additional modi�cation, the ground state energy and theground state four current resulting from (2.28) are not [32, 33]. This is mosteasily seen by rewriting these quantities in terms of G(x; y). Taking the expec-tation value with respect to the N -electron ground state of the noninteractingsystem, j�0 >, one �ndsEtot = < �0jĤe + Ĥextj�0 > � < 0jĤej0 > (2.31)= � i Z d3x limy!xs trh�� i �r+m + eV= (x)�G(x; y)i (2.32)+ i Z d3x limy!xs trh�� i �r+m�G0V (x; y)ij�(x) = < �0jĵ�(x)j�0 > (2.33)= � i limy!xs trhG(x; y)�i ; (2.34)where the symmetric limit,limy!xs � 12 � limy!x;y0>x0 + limy!x;y0<x0 ������(x�y)2�0 ; (2.35)is a consequence of the charge conjugation invariant forms (2.21,2.6) andG0V (x; y) represents the noninteracting vacuum fermion propagator (A.8). Ifone now utilises a perturbative expansion of G(x; y) in powers of the externalpotential, G = 66+ 6666t����������������� + 666666tt���������������������������������� + � � � , (2.36)(for a de�nition of the diagrammatic representation see Appendices A.-C.)one realises that the evaluation of (2.32,2.34) involves one further loop-integration induced by the symmetric limit, e.g.�i j� = t��������66+ t��������t�-�- ������������� + t��������tt�-�- �������������������������� + � � � :(2.37)



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 11Thus the outermost loop integration, by which the quantities Etot and j�(x)(which are of obvious interest in DFT) di�er from the UV-�nite Greens func-tionG, introduces an UV-divergence completely analogous to the divergencieswhich arise in standard QED without external �elds from the interaction offermions and photons: Within a perturbative treatment it does not matterwhether the external potential V �(x) or the quantised photon �eld createsvirtual electron-positron pairs. As a consequence the renormalisation proce-dure for Etot and j�(x) is completely determined by the renormalisation ofthe Greens functions of interacting vacuum QED without external poten-tial. In particular, as discussed in detail in Appendices A.-C. only the secondof the diagrams in (2.37) is UV-divergent. The corresponding counterterm�j(0);�(x) (the superscript (0) indicates that �j(0);� represents the lowestorder of the complete counterterm �j� with respect to the electron-electroncoupling constant e2) is explicitly given in Eq.(C.5). The same procedurehas to be applied to the ground state energy leading to the counterterm�E(0);inhomtot , Eq.(C.10). One thus has to de�ne the renormalised Etot andj�(x) byEtot = < �0jĤe + Ĥextj�0 > � < 0jĤej0 > +�E(0);inhomtot (2.38)j� (x) = < �0jĵ�(x)j�0 > +�j(0);�(x) ; (2.39)rather than via the initial relations (2.31,2.33).Finally both the external potential and the quantised photon �eld have tobe considered together, i.e. we have to deal with the full Hamiltonian (2.20).In this case various approaches to the renormalisation procedure are possible.One could e.g. �rst utilise the standard renormalisation scheme for Greensfunctions (as summarised in Appendices A.-C.) to generate �nite Greens andn-point functions. Expressing the interacting four current j�(x) then in termsof renormalised n-point functions as discussed in Appendix C. one ends upwith a �nite j�(x). However, there still remains the basic problem of obtaining�nite total energies as illustrated above: It is not possible to represent Etotin terms of renormalised Greens functions in such a way that no further(outermost) loop integration is required. This outermost loop integrationleads to additional UV-divergencies. Thus in the case of Etot one is forced torenormalise each diagrammatic contribution to the perturbation expansionseparately, following the standard rules for the renormalisation of vacuum(sub)graphs (often overlapping divergencies are involved). This procedure isexplicitly demonstrated for the case of the exchange-correlation energy of theRHEG in Appendix B.. Quite generally Etot and j�(x) are then given byEtot = < �0jĤj�0 > � < 0jĤe + Ĥ + Ĥintj0 > +�Etot (2.40)j�(x) = < �0jĵ�(x)j�0 > +�j�(x) ; (2.41)where the subtraction of the vacuum energy accounts for the fact that inthe interacting case all energies can only be measured with respect to the



12 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerenergy of the interacting, homogeneous vacuum j0 >. It is sometimes advan-tageous to decompose the total counterterm �Etot into an electron gas part�ERHEGtot , which is independent of the external potential, and an inhomo-geneity correction, �Etot = �ERHEGtot +�Einhomtot ; (2.42)where �Einhomtot also involves the full perturbation series with respect to theelectron-electron interaction. Eqs.(2.40,2.41) form a suitable starting pointfor RDFT, as one is now dealing with �nite quantities only.The preceding discussion has been completely based on the Heisenbergrepresentation. The foundations of DFT, on the other hand, are usually for-mulated within the framework of the Schr�odinger picture, so that one mightask in how far this �eld theoretical procedure can be useful. It is, however,possible to go over to an appropriately chosen Schr�odinger representation aslong as one does not try to eliminate the quantised photon �elds (compareSections 7d,10g of Ref.[34]). The Hamiltonian then readsĤS = 12 Z d3x �h ̂(x);�� i �r+m + eÂ=(x) + eV= (x)� ̂(x)i (2.43)� 14���̂�(x)�̂�(x) +rÂ�(x) �rÂ�(x)�� ;where the �eld operators  ̂(x) and Â�(x) are now in Schr�odinger represen-tation and �̂�(x) = exp(�iĤx0) @0Â�H (x) exp(iĤx0) :Moreover, all corresponding counterterms (being expectation values) are in-dependent of the representation, so that the renormalisation scheme remainsunchanged and it is just a matter of convenience which representation is used.While the Heisenberg representation (2.20) is more suitable for the derivationof explicit functionals, the Hamiltonian (2.43) (together with Eq.(2.40)) canbe utilised for the proof of a relativistic Hohenberg-Kohn theorem.3. FoundationsIn this Section we discuss the formal basis of relativistic DFT, that is therelativistic HK-theorem [17, 22], the resulting RKS-equations [18, 19] as wellas the relativistic OPM (ROPM) [35, 36]. The discussion of the HK-theorem(in Section 3.1) is restricted to bare essentials, as details have been given inRef.[22]. In the discussion of the RKS-equations (in Section 3.2) we attemptto outline the transition from the complete equations, including all radiativee�ects, to practical variants involving various stages of approximations. InSection 3.3 we introduce the ROPM as an extension of the RKS-approach,which, in addition to the kinetic energy also treats the exchange energy within



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 13an orbital scheme5. The Section is concluded (Section 3.4) by considerationof the weakly relativistic limit, which allows a connection with and commentson the problem of (nonrelativistic) current density functional theory [37, 38],a topic that involves a number of conceptual questions if one approaches itfrom the point of view of nonrelativistic theory including magnetic �elds.3.1 Relativistic Hohenberg-Kohn TheoremThe extension of the HK-theorem to relativistic systems was �rst formulatedby Ragagopal and Callaway [17] (see also MacDonald and Vosko [19]). Thearguments of these authors are based on QED, but the question of possibleUV divergencies was not addressed. As, however, the proof of the theoremon the basis of the celebrated reductio ad absurdum involves the comparisonof energy values, one has to make sure that proper �nite quantities for boththe ground state energy as well as the ground state four current are used, i.e.the relativistic HK-theorem must be based on the renormalised quantities(2.40,2.41). In particular, one has to make sure that the structure of thecounterterms involved does not invalidate the proof. Here we shall not gothrough the reductio ad absurdum in full detail (for which the interestedreader is referred to [22]), but rather summarise the essentials:{ In the �rst step one shows that there exists a unique map between the set offour potentials V �(x) (up to a global constant in V 0) and the set of groundstates j�0 > generated from these potentials. This part of the proof is basedon the Hamiltonian (2.43). As only the lack of collinearity of ground statesresulting from di�erent external potentials is used at this point (but noenergy values are compared) full renormalisation is not required, but rathera suitable regularisation is su�cient (one could e.g. modify the space-timedimension).{ In the second step one analyses the relation between the potential V �(x)and the resulting renormalised ground state four current j�(x), Eq.(2.41).As j�(x) is gauge invariant no one-to-one correspondence between thefour current and V �(x) can exist: A unique map can only be establishedbetween classes of four potentials V �(x) di�ering by no more than a staticgauge transformation (2.10-2.12) and j�(x). Moreover, the heart of thispart of the proof is an inequality between ground state energies, so that therenormalised energies (2.40) must be used. The crucial observation in thiscontext is the fact that the counterterms in (2.40) and (2.41) are completelydetermined by the external potential: Within a perturbation expansionwith respect to V �(x) this is explicitly obvious from Eqs.(2.42,C.9), asthe homogeneous counterterm �ERHEGtot is identical for all V �(x) and theinhomogeneity correction �Einhomtot can be written as a (gauge invariant)functional of V �(x).5 Extension of the OPM to parts of the correlation energy are possible, but farfrom being standard.



14 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizler{ For the inequality between ground state energies, required for the sec-ond step, a minimum principle for the ground state energy (2.40) is used.However, while the Ritz variational principle is well established in the non-relativistic context, we are not aware of any rigorous minimum principlefor the renormalised ground state energies resulting from (2.1). There arenevertheless a number of arguments which can be given in favour of sucha minimum principle. First of all, with increasing speed of light, i.e. inthe nonrelativistic limit (v=c �! 0), the energies (2.40) continuously ap-proach values which do satisfy the Ritz principle. There seems to be noreason to assume the minimum principle to be restricted to the isolatedvalue c =1. Secondly, one can explicitly verify the minimum principle fora noninteracting inhomogeneous system characterised by the Hamiltonian(2.28), i.e. for the renormalised energies (2.38) within the Furry picture(compare [32, 34]). Finally, real atoms and molecules are stable (indicatingthat there exists a lower bound for energies) and QED has proven to be themost accurate theory available to date to describe these systems [39] (notefurther that, as a matter of principle, one need not rely on perturbationtheory to deal with QED-systems so that the asymptotic character of thisexpansion does not contradict this argument).In summary, one �nds that there exists a one-to-one correspondence betweenthe class of external potentials just di�ering by gauge transformations, theassociated class of ground states and the ground state four current,nV����V�+@��o() nj�0 > ��� with j�0 > from V�+@��o() j� (x) ; (3.1)i.e. the class of physically equivalent ground states is uniquely determinedby the ground state four current. Choosing some arbitrary representativeof this class, i.e. �xing the gauge once and for all, one can understand thisrepresentative j�0 > as a functional of j� , j �0[j�] >, and �nally ends upwith the statement that all ground state observables are unique functionalsof the four current,O[j� ] =< �0[j� ] j Ô j �0[j�] > +�O : (3.2)Of course, the functional O[j� ] has to reect an eventual gauge dependence ofthe operator Ô and may require renormalisation, indicated by the addition ofa counterterm�O. Note that, by virtue of the unique correspondence betweenj� and V � also all counterterms become functionals of j� . For instance, theground state energy itself, including all counterterms, would beEtot[j� ] = < �0[j� ] j Ĥ j �0[j�] > � < 0j Ĥe + Ĥ + Ĥint j0 > (3.3)+�ERHEGtot +�Einhomtot :This energy functional contains not only all relativistic kinetic e�ects for bothelectrons and photons but also all radiative (that is �eld-theoretical) e�ects.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 15With the Ritz principle and avoiding the question of interacting v-representability, one may then formulate the basic variational principle ofRDFT as ��j� (r)�Etot[j� ]� � Z d3x j0(x)� = 0 : (3.4)The subsidiary condition implies charge conservation and all quantities in-volved are supposed to be fully renormalised.For the case of a purely electrostatic external potential, V � = (V 0;0),the complete proof of the relativistic HK-theorem can be repeated using justthe zeroth component j0(x) of the four current (in the following often de-noted by the more familiar n(x)), i.e. the structure of the external potentialdetermines the minimum set of basic variables for a DFT approach. As aconsequence the ground state and all observables, in this case, can be un-derstood as unique functionals of the density n only. This does, however,not imply that the spatial components of the current vanish, but rather thatj(x) =< �0[n]jĵ(x)j�0[n] > has to be interpreted as a functional of n(x).Thus for standard electronic structure problems one can choose between afour current DFT description and a formulation solely in terms of n(x),although one might expect the former approach to be more useful in appli-cations to systems with j(x) 6= 0 as soon as approximations are involved.This situation is similar to the nonrelativistic case where for a spin-polarisedsystem not subject to an external magnetic �eld B both the B ! 0 limit ofspin-density functional theory as well as the original pure density functionaltheory can be used. While the former leads in practice to more accurate re-sults for actual spin-polarised systems (as one additional symmetry of thesystem is taken into account explicitly), both approaches coincide for unpo-larised systems.In view of the two degrees of freedom resulting from time reversal symme-try, one might also set up a two-component formulation of the correspondingRDFT in the special case V � = (V 0;0), which would possibly allow a directextension of the nonrelativistic spin-density functional formalism. Such anapproach has not been investigated on the fully relativistic level. One may,however, interpret the suggestion to use the magnetisation density togetherwith the charge density [19, 30] (and thus the spin-polarised relativistic homo-geneous electron gas [30, 40, 41, 42]) as a basis for RDFT as an approximaterealisation of such an approach (see also [43, 44]). In the following we shallnot address this issue further.We also mention that recently a density functional approach to excitedstates of relativistic systems has been formulated [45], using ensembles ofunequally weighted states. This formalism is restricted to the electrostaticlimit and the no-sea approximation (see Section 3.2). Moreover, it remainsunclear how the spontaneous emission of photons, which is possible in QEDin contrast to the standard nonrelativistic many-body theory, is handled forthe excited states involved.



16 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizler3.2 Relativistic Kohn-Sham EquationsThe basic variational principle (3.4) is applied directly in relativistic (ex-tended) Thomas{Fermi models [12, 21, 46] in which an approximate densityfunctional representation for the complete Etot[j�] is utilised. The mainstayof applications is, however, the KS-scheme. In order to set up this schemeone �rst introduces auxiliary single particle four spinors 'k(x), in terms ofwhich the exact interacting ground state four current (2.41) is representedas6 j� (x) = j�V (x) + j�D(x) (3.5)j�V (x) = 12� X�k��m'k(x)�'k(x) � X�m<�k 'k(x)�'k(x)� (3.6)+�j�;(0)(x)j�D(x) = X�m<�k��F 'k(x)�'k(x) ; (3.7)where the counterterm7 �j�;(0)(x) is given by Eq.(C.5) (with the total RKS-potential on the right hand side) and �F represents the Fermi level belowwhich all orbitals 'k are occupied. From a �eld theoretical point of view thesingle particle RKS-approach corresponds to a problem of the type (2.28).The form (3.5-3.7) thus follows from the charge conjugation invariant cur-rent operator (2.6) via (2.39): The matrix element of ĵ� with respect to anoninteracting ground state yields in the �rst stepj�(x) = 12� X�k��F 'k(x)�'k(x)� X�F<�k 'k(x)�'k(x)�+�j�;(0)(x) :Rearrangement then gives Eqs.(3.5-3.7) in which the vacuum part j�V (x) hasbeen separated from the four current j�D(x) which involves only the discreteoccupied orbitals with eigenvalues between �m and �F .In the next step one decomposes the ground state energy functional (3.3)in the standard fashion,Etot[j�] = Ts[j� ] +Eext[j� ] +EH [j� ] +Exc[j� ] ; (3.8)where the counterterms for Etot given in Eq.(2.40) are understood to be in-cluded in the individual energy components. The latter are de�ned as follows:The noninteracting kinetic energy functional Ts, i.e. the kinetic energy of the'KS-particles', is6 The question of noninteracting v-representability which is required for this rep-resentation has not been examined in the relativistic case. One would, however,expect analogous statements as in the nonrelativistic situation [47].7 This term has erroneously been omitted in Ref.[22].



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 17Ts[j� ] = Ts;V [j� ] + Ts;D[j� ] (3.9)Ts;V [j� ] = 12 Z d3x � X�k��m'k(x)h� i �r+mi'k(x) (3.10)� X�m<�k 'k(x)h� i �r+mi'k(x)�� < 0jĤej0 > +�T inhomsTs;D[j� ] = Z d3x X�m<�k��F 'k(x)h� i �r+mi'k(x) ; (3.11)where (2.38,C.10,C.13) have to be used to obtain the counterterm �T inhoms .The external potential term isEext = e Z d3x j�(x) V �(x) ; (3.12)(the counterterm (C.12) has already been absorbed into the renormalisedcurrent j�) and the covariant Hartree energy readsEH [j� ] = 12 Z d3x Z d4y j�(x) D0��(x� y) j�(y) (3.13)= e22 Z d3x Z d3y j�(x) j�(y)jx� yj ;with D0�� being the free photon propagator (A.9). The xc-energy functionalis then the remainderExc[j� ] = Etot[j�]� Ts[j� ]�Eext[j� ]�EH [j� ] : (3.14)Note that the ground state energy pertains to the many electron sector. Freephotons and positrons are not present in the ground state considered.One may then use the basic variational principle, varying with respectto the orbitals (a more careful argument can be given following the lines ofRef.[47]), to obtain the complete relativistic KS-equations0n� i �r+m + eV= (x) + v=H (x) + v=xc(x)o'k(x) = �k'k(x) ; (3.15)where v�H (x) = e2 Z d3y j� (y)jx� yj (3.16)v�xc(x) = �Exc[j�]�j�(x) : (3.17)Eqs.(3.5,3.15-3.17) have to be solved selfconsistently in order to obtain theexact j�(x) of the interacting system. The corresponding ground state energyis given by



18 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerEtot = 12� X�k��m �k � X�m<�k �k�� < 0jĤej0 > +�T inhoms+ X�m<�k��F �k � EH [j�] + Exc[j� ]� Z d3x v�xc(x) j�(x) :The �rst three terms represent the Casimir energy [31], that is the energy shiftinduced in the vacuum by the presence of the RKS-potential. In addition, theterms of the second line contain vacuum corrections via both the form (3.5)of j� and the functional dependence of EH , Exc and v�xc on j� .A brief glance at the various terms involved in the RKS-scheme revealsa selfconsistency problem of considerable complexity: The evaluation of bothj�V and Ts;V requires summation over all negative and positive energy solu-tions and appropriate renormalisation in each step of the iterative procedure.Moreover, all potentials exhibit a four component structure. As the solutionof this selfconsistency problem is at best tedious (if at all possible), one isbound to consider a suitable hierarchy of (hopefully) useful approximations.The most important, and at the same time most legitimate, simpli�ca-tion if one aims at electronic structure calculations in quantum chemistryand condensed matter physics is the no-sea (or alternatively no-pair) approx-imation. In this approximation all radiative contributions to the four currentand Ts are neglected, j�V (x) = 0 ; Ts;V = 0 : (3.18)In addition the vacuum contributions in the functional dependence of Exc onj� are dropped8, so that one is led to the RDFT analogue of the no-pair ap-proximation applied in conventional relativistic many-body approaches (seee.g.[7]). An a posteriori perturbative evaluation of these corrections is possibleand should be adequate, except in special circumstances as for instance thecalculation of the structure of super-heavy atoms (with Z � 137 [33]). Theresulting RKS-equations are then still given by Eqs.(3.15-3.17), but j�(x)and Ts are determined by the simpler expressions (3.7) and (3.11).In addition to the no-sea approximation, two further simpli�cations maybe considered. If the external potential is purely electrostaticV = 0 ; eV 0(r) = vext(r) ; (3.19)which is the situation encountered for standard electronic structure calcula-tions, the density n(r) = j0(r) is the only quantity which is really required for8 The de�nition of the no-sea approximation for Exc is not completely unam-bigous. As discussed in Appendix B. we de�ne it through neglect of all vacuumfermion loops in the derivation of an approximate Exc[j� ]. Alternatively, onecould project out all negative energy states, thus generating a direct equivalentof the standard no-pair approximation. As one would expect the di�erencesbetween these two schemes to be small, we do not di�erentiate between theseapproximations here.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 19the RDFT scheme (as discussed in the previous Section). In this electrostaticlimit the spatial current j and also the energy components (3.9-3.14) can beunderstood as functionals of n only and RDFT reduces to a pure densityfunctional approach. The structure of the density functional representationsfor EH and Exc is determined by the original functionals EH [j� ] and Exc[j� ]by simply inserting the exact density functional for j,~EH [n] = EH [n; j[n]] ; ~Exc[n] = Exc[n; j[n]] : (3.20)The corresponding RKS-equations are then given by (3.15) with the Hartreeand xc-potentials consisting only of a time-like component ~vH;xc(r),~vH;xc(r) = � ~EH;xc[n]�n(r) = �EH;xc[j� ]�n(r) + Z d3r0 �EH;xc[j�]�jk(r0) �jk([n]; r0)�n(r) ;so that their structure is considerably simpli�ed.An additional approximation can be obtained if one uses the decomposi-tion of the electron-electron interaction mediated by the free photon propa-gator D0�� into a longitudinal and a transverse part (according to Eq.(A.10))to introduce the corresponding decomposition for EH and Exc,EH [n] = ELH [n] + ETH [n] ; Exc[n] = ELxc[n] +ETxc[n] (3.21)(in the following we shall only distinguish between the functionals in theelectrostatic limit, ~EH;xc[n] � EH;xc[n], and the more general EH;xc[j� ] bytheir respective arguments). While this decomposition is obvious for EH [n],ELH [n] = e22 Z d3r Z d3r0 n(r) n(r0)jr � r0j (3.22)ETH [j[n]] = �e22 Z d3r Z d3r0 j([n]; r) � j([n]; r0)jr � r0j ; (3.23)which is linear in D0�� , ELxc is de�ned by neglecting the transverse interactionto all orders in D0�� (and the remainder is then called ETxc).The longitudinal approximation then consists in neclecting the transversecontributions ETH and ETxc in the selfconsistency loop, i.e.vTH(r) = 0 ; vTxc(r) = 0 : (3.24)The transverse contributions to the ground state energy can then be calcu-lated a posteriori in a perturbative fashion. As most available energy function-als in RDFT include both longitudinal and transverse contributions and theselfconsistency problem is not simpli�ed by the longitudinal approximation,this approximation is not required for an e�cient application of the RKS-equations. Rather it leads to the RDFT-equivalent of the so-called Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian usually applied in conventional ab initio calculations,



20 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerso that it is mainly useful for purposes of comparison9. Note that the longitu-dinal approximation does not automatically imply the neglect of all currentcontributions to the xc-potential (and vice versa) as one might expect onthe basis of EH [j� ], for which these two approximations coincide. This pointis most readily demonstrated by the current-dependence of explicit current-density functional representations of Ts (as discussed in Appendix D.).If one restricts oneself to the electrostatic limit of RDFT and relies onboth the no-sea as well as the longitudinal approximation one arrives at theRKS-equations n� i��r+ �m + vLtot(r)o'k(r) = �k'k(r) ; (3.25)where �; � are the usual Dirac matrices andvLtot(r) = vext(r) + vLH ([n]; r) + vLxc([n]; r) (3.26)vLH ([n]; r) = e2 Z d3r0 n(r0)jr � r0j (3.27)vLxc([n]; r) = �ELxc[n]�n(r) (3.28)n(r) = X�m<�k��F '+k (r) 'k(r) : (3.29)Referring to the various approximations suggested, the corresponding groundstate energy is obtained asELtot = Ts;D + Eext +ELH +ELxc ; (3.30)which may be corrected by addition of the transverse energy terms,Etot = ELtot +ETH + ETxc ; (3.31)as well as radiative corrections. The scheme (3.25-3.30) corresponds to theno-pair Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian of standard relativistic many-body the-ory. Selfconsistent treatment of the transverse contributions, on the otherhand, would lead to the RDFT-version of the no-pair Dirac-Coulomb-BreitHamiltonian, ignoring the small di�erence between the full transverse andthe Breit interaction.A time-dependent generalisation of the RKS-equation (3.25) has beensuggested by Parpia and Johnson [49]. While a rigorous foundation of thisapproach is not available to date, this method has been successfully appliedto the photoionisation of Hg [50] and Xe [49] as well as the evaluation of thepolarisabilities of heavy closed-shell atoms [51] (using a direct time-dependentextension of the local density approximation for Exc[n]).9 A selfconsistent treatment of the transverse interaction in conventional ab initiomethods is often based on the Gaunt approximation [48]. There are, however,no density functionals available within this approximation.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 213.3 Optimised-Potential MethodThe important observation leading to the transition from the original varia-tional approach (3.4) to the KS-equations is the fact that all currently avail-able density functional representations of the kinetic energy are not able toreproduce one of the most basic features of quantum systems, i.e. the elec-tronic shell structure. Thus, as soon as one is interested in properties ofquantum systems which are related to the shell structure (i.e. merely all),one is forced to go to the equivalent KS single particle problem and treatits kinetic energy exactly10. The next important physical feature for whichan accurate density functional representation is currently not at hand is thecancellation of the self interaction e�ects to be provided by the exchangeenergy functional. A natural route to circumvent this problem is to resortto an orbital representation for the exchange part of the xc-energy and totreat the resulting extended single particle problem exactly. In the nonrela-tivistic context this extension of the selfconsistency problem to include ex-change on an exact level was originally introduced by Talman and Shadwick[52] (see also [53]) and has later been adopted as a DFT-method by Sahni,Gruenebaum and Perdew [54] as well as Langreth and Mehl [55] and Sham[56] under the name of the optimised-potential-method (OPM). It should beviewed as a systematic extension of the KS-scheme and thus its relativis-tic extension is also discussed in this Section devoted to the foundations ofRDFT. The OPM selfconsistency procedure is much more involved than theKS-scheme and thus applications beyond spherical systems [57, 58, 59, 60] orthe atomic sphere approximation in band structure calculations [61, 62] arelacking to date. This approach has, however, attracted considerable attention(see e.g.[63, 64]) since an accurate, approximate solution of the crucial OPMequation for the exchange potential has been given by Krieger, Li and Iafrate[58, 65, 66, 67].A relativistic extension of the OPM on the longitudinal no-pair level hasbeen put forward by Talman and collaborators [35] (and recently been appliedto atoms [36]). Further extension to a covariant exchange energy functionalis straightforward on the basis of the RKS propagator GKS,Ex = 12 Z d3x Z d4y D0��(x� y) trhGKS(x; y) � GKS(y; x) �i ; (3.32)(the required counterterms are not explicitly shown). The propagator GKSdescribes the motion of the 'KS-particles' in the total RKS-potential. It canbe expressed in terms of the RKS-orbitals via the standard expansion (2.29).The exchange energy functional de�ned in this fashion should not be confused10 Note that quite generally the rearrangement of the ground state energy func-tional by addition and subtraction of terms, that leads to the KS-scheme, isquite arbitrary. Instead of adding and subtracting e.g. the kinetic energy Tsany other suitable approximation of the full kinetic energy could be used, re-sulting in a modi�ed selfconsistency problem.



22 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerwith the relativistic HF (RHF) exchange energy (at least from a rigorouspoint of view), as the RKS-orbitals satisfy the local RKS-equations (3.15)rather than the nonlocal RHF-equations.The energy (3.32) is, via the (rather involved) dependence of the RKS-orbitals on the four current density, a functional of this quantity,Ex = Ex[j� ] : (3.33)The RDFT correlation energy is then de�ned byEc[j� ] = Exc[j� ]�Ex[j� ] : (3.34)and the individual potentials arev�x ([j� ]; r) = �Ex[j� ]�j�(r) (3.35)v�c ([j� ]; r) = �Ec[j� ]�j�(r) : (3.36)If Ec[j� ] is neglected the resulting scheme is called the exchange-only (x-only)limit of RDFT.For the case of the longitudinal no-pair approximation and a purely elec-trostatic external potential V � = (V 0;0), to which we restrict further discus-sion of the ROPM, Eq.(3.32) reduces to (summation over the spinor indicesa; b = 1; ::; 4 is implicitly understood)ELx [n] = �e22 Z d3r Z d3r0 X�m<�k;�l��F (3.37)�'+a;k(r) '+b;l(r0) 'a;l(r) 'b;k(r0)jr � r0j ;where the 'k now have to be interpreted as functionals of the density only.The crucial feature of ELx [n] is its linear dependence on the electron-electroncoupling constant e2: The functional dependence of the 'k on n is inde-pendent of e2 as the 'k experience a local (in the sense of multiplicative)one-body potential [54, 55, 56], where it does not matter whether the localpotential is obtained selfconsistently or is just a given external potential. Thecorrelation energy functional ELc [n] thus contains all contributions to ELxc[n]which are of higher order in e2.As the exact density dependence of 'k([n]; r) is not known, however, thecorresponding x-only potential vLx (r) can not be directly evaluated via (3.35).Nevertheless, utilising the fact that the one-body potential which minimisesELtot[n] is unique [54, 55, 56], vLx can be obtained by minimisation of the totalground state energy with respect to the total one-body potential (3.26) whichthe 'k experience,



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 23�ELtot[n]�vLtot(r) = Z d3r0 X�m<�k��F �ELtot[n]�'k(r0) �'k(r0)�vLtot(r) + c:c: = 0 : (3.38)Decomposing vLtot according to (3.26) andvLxc(r) = vLx (r) + vLc (r) ; (3.39)one obtains an integral equation for vLx (r),Z d3r0 K(r; r0) vLx (r0) = Q(r) : (3.40)The kernel of the integral equation is given byK(r; r0) = X�m<�k��F '+k (r) Gk(r; r0) 'k(r0) ; (3.41)while the inhomogeneous term readsQ(r) = �e2 X�m<�k ;�l��F Z d3r0 Z d3r00 (3.42)�'+k (r) Gk(r; r0) 'l(r0) '+l (r00)jr0 � r00j 'k(r00) :The quantity Gk(r; r0) represents the Greens functionGk(r; r0) = X�m<�l<m; l6=k 'l(r) '+l (r0)�l � �k ; (3.43)which satis�es h� i� �r+ �m + vLtot(r)� �kiGk(r; r0)= �(3)(r � r0)� 'k(r) '+k (r0) : (3.44)The longitudinal no-pair ROPM thus requires the simultaneous selfconsis-tent solution of (3.40)11 and the RKS-equation (3.25), either including somecorrelation potential or in the x-only limit with vLc = 0.The advantage of the ROPM lies in the fact that due to the Fock form ofELx [n] the self interaction of the 'KS-particles' is cancelled exactly. This alsomanifests itself in the asymptotic form of vLx for �nite systems,vLx (r!1)!�1r ; (3.45)so that the total potential is free of self interaction e�ects, e.g. for neutralsystems one obtains11 The integral equation (3.40) determines vLx up to a trivial constant which isdetermined by the boundary condition vLx (r !1) = 0.



24 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlervLtot(r !1)!�1r : (3.46)In order to provide a quantitative comparison of this DF-concept for ex-change and the standard HF approach we list in Table 3.1 the correspondingx-only ground state energies and eigenvalues of the highest occupied orbitalsfor spherical (closed subshell) atoms [36]. As is obvious from Table 3.1 theTable 3.1. Longitudinal ground state energies (�ELtot) and highest occupied eigen-values (��Lmk) for closed subshell atoms from nonrelativistic OPM (NROPM [59]),relativistic OPM (ROPM [36]) and relativistic HF (RHF [68]) calculations [69] (allenergies are in hartree).Atom �ELtot ��LmkNROPM ROPM RHF NROPM ROPM RHFHe (1S1/2) 2.862 2.862 2.862 0.918 0.918 0.918Be (2S1/2) 14.572 14.575 14.576 0.309 0.309 0.309Ne (2P3/2) 128.545 128.690 128.692 0.851 0.848 0.848Mg (3S1/2) 199.611 199.932 199.935 0.253 0.253 0.253Ar (3P3/2) 526.812 528.678 528.684 0.591 0.587 0.588Ca (4S1/2) 676.751 679.704 679.710 0.196 0.196 0.196Zn (4S1/2) 1777.828 1794.598 1794.613 0.293 0.299 0.299Kr (4P3/2) 2752.028 2788.848 2788.861 0.523 0.515 0.514Sr (5S1/2) 3131.514 3178.067 3178.080 0.179 0.181 0.181Pd (4D5/2) 4937.858 5044.384 5044.400 0.335 0.319 0.320Cd (5S1/2) 5465.056 5593.299 5593.319 0.266 0.282 0.281Xe (5P3/2) 7232.018 7446.876 7446.895 0.456 0.439 0.440Ba (6S1/2) 7883.404 8135.625 8135.644 0.158 0.163 0.163Yb (6S1/2) 13391.070 14067.621 14067.669 0.182 0.196 0.197Hg (6S1/2) 18408.313 19648.826 19648.865 0.262 0.329 0.328Rn (6P3/2) 21865.826 23601.969 23602.005 0.427 0.382 0.384Ra (7S1/2) 23093.258 25028.027 25028.061 0.149 0.167 0.166No (7S1/2) 32787.471 36740.625 36740.682 0.171 0.209 0.209di�erences between ROPM and RHF ground state energies are rather smallfrom a numerical point of view: They are below 60 mhartree even for thelargest atoms, with the ROPM-energies always being somewhat less attrac-tive (consistent with the reduced variational freedom of the ROPM-orbitals)| apart from He where both approaches coincide. Also the correspondinghighest occupied eigenvalues are essentially identical. The same holds for thelongitudinal x-only energies (see Table 5.1). Here the maximum di�erence of106 mhartree is found for No. The x-only ROPM thus demonstrates explic-itly that one can obtain RHF-level results for all interesting atomic propertieswith a local exchange potential.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 253.4 Nonrelativistic LimitThe weakly relativistic limit of the Hamiltonian (2.20) for fermions in externalelectric and magnetic �elds can be derived with standard techniques, eitherby direct expansion or by a low order Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation. OneobtainsĤ = Z d3x '̂+(x)� 12mh(�i~r)2 + 2i~ecV (x) �r+ e2c2V (x)2i (3.47)� e~2mc� � �r� V (x)�+ eV0(x)�'̂(x) + Ĥee :In Eq.(3.47) '̂(x) is a nonrelativistic �eld operator of two component struc-ture, � are the Pauli matrices and the electron-electron interaction reducesto the Coulomb interaction, denoted by Ĥee. As usual, the gauge term pro-portional to (e2=c2)V (x)2 has been kept, although it is of order 1=c2 andterms of this order are not included consistently. The Hamiltonian (3.47) isinvariant under the gauge transformation'̂0(x) = e�ie�(x)=~ '̂(x) ; V 0(x) = V (x) � cr�(x) ; (3.48)i.e. H('̂0;V 0) = H('̂;V ) :The density operator is de�ned in terms of the �eld operators asn̂(x) = '̂+(x) '̂(x) ; (3.49)and by a weakly relativistic expansion of the current operator (2.6) (togetherwith the appropriate rede�nition of the vacuum) the following expression forthe nonrelativistic current operator can be extracted,ĵ(x) = ĵp(x)� ce r� m̂(x)� emc V (x)n̂(x) : (3.50)Here the paramagnetic current,ĵp(x) = � i~2mh'̂+(x)�r'̂(x)�� �r'̂+(x)�'̂(x)i ; (3.51)and the magnetisation-density,m̂(x) = � e~2mc '̂+(x)�'̂(x) ; (3.52)are de�ned as usual. It is important to note that jp(x) is not invariant underthe gauge transformation (3.48), only the combinationĵp(x)� emc V (x)n̂(x)has this property.



26 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerIf one reexpresses the Hamiltonian (3.47) in terms of the density andcurrent operators in order to exhibit the coupling to the external �elds moreexplicitly, one �ndsĤ = Z d3x �'̂+(x) (�i~r)22m '̂(x) + eV0(x)n̂(x)�+ Ĥee (3.53)� Z d3x ec V (x) ��ĵp(x) � ce r� m̂(x) � e2mc V (x)n̂(x)� :This expression indicates that it is the sum of the paramagnetic currentoperator and the curl of the magnetisation density,ĵp(x) � ce r� m̂(x) ;which couples to the external vector potential, but the situation is somewhatambiguous concerning the gauge term, as one may rearrange the Hamiltonian(3.53) either in the formĤ = T̂ + Ĥee+Z d3x �� ec V (x) � ĵ(x)+�eV0(x)� e22mc2 V (x)2�n̂(x)� ;(3.54)or Ĥ = T̂ + Ĥee � Z d3x ec V (x) � �ĵp(x)� ce r� m̂(x)� (3.55)+ Z d3x �eV0(x) + e22mc2 V (x)2�n̂(x) :It is directly possible to prove a HK-theorem for the form (3.55) using thedensity n and the gauge dependent current jp � (c=e)r �m as basic DFTvariables, but not for the form (3.54) which would suggest to use n and thefull current j. One is thus led to the statement that the �rst set of variablescan legitimately be used to set up nonrelativistic current density functionaltheory, indicating at �rst glance a conict with the fully relativistic DFTapproach.It is important to notice, however, that consistent neglect of all termsof the order 1=c2 (which has not been treated consistently in the weaklyrelativistic expansion) in the Hamiltonian allows a proof of a HK-theorem onthe basis of the variables n and j. In other words: Only a fully relativisticapproach combines consistency in 1=c with gauge invariance. It remains to beinvestigated explicitly, whether inclusion of all relevant terms to order 1=c2allows to reinstate the physical current j(x) as basic variable also in thisorder as one would expect from the fully relativistic theory.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 274. Explicit Relativistic Exchange-CorrelationFunctionalsThe derivation of explicit energy functionals in nonrelativistic DFT follows avariety of avenues. The present day "standard" is the LDA,ENRLDAxc [n] = Z d3r eNRHEGxc (n(r)); ; (4.1)in which the density dependence of the xc-energy density eNRHEGxc of thenonrelativistic HEG is used with the density n(r) of the actual inhomoge-neous system. In particular, accurate representations of the correlation parteNRHEGc [70, 71, 72, 73] are obtained by a parametrisation of Monte Carloresults for the NRHEG [74, 73]. Gradient corrections in low order,ENRGExc [n] = Z d3r eNRGExc (n(r); (rn(r))2;r2n(r)) ; (4.2)were �rst obtained by painstaking analysis of the relevant diagrammatic con-tributions (see e.g.[75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 60]), but turned out not tobe adequate [75, 76, 82]. The situation was improved by the introductionof generalised gradient approximations (GGAs) [10, 11, 83, 84, 85, 86], inwhich (rn)2-terms beyond the lowest order contribution to the gradientexpansion (GE) are included. These types of functionals yield the most ac-curate values for atomic ground state and ionisation energies, molecular ge-ometries and dissociation energies as well as cohesive properties of solidsthat have been obtained to date with nonrelativistic density functionals (seee.g.[2, 3, 82, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91]).An alternative approach under the heading of weighted density approxi-mation (WDA) attempts to model the density dependence of the pair corre-lation function of inhomogeneous systems,ENRWDAxc [n] = e22 Z d3r Z d3r0 n(r) n(r0)jr � r0j [~g([n]; r; r0)� 1] ; (4.3)where ~g indicates that a coupling constant integration over the pair correla-tion function is involved. The WDA is characterised by the feature that selfinteraction e�ects are corrected to a large degree, though not as completelyas in the OPM.Compared with the nonrelativistic case, the derivation of explicit rela-tivistic functionals is not as fully developed. Concerning the RLDA both thex-only limit and the correlation contribution in the so-called random phaseapproximation (RPA) are available. We discuss the RLDA in Section 4.1.Relativistic gradient corrections for Exc, on the other hand, have not beenevaluated at all, although the basic technique for their derivation can be ex-tended to the relativistic regime. In view of the absence of explicit results weonly illustrate this method for the case of Ts in Appendix D.. An extension of



28 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerthe WDA scheme to relativistic systems (RWDA) [92, 36] is summarised inSection 4.2. However, no information on the RWDA beyond the longitudinalx-only limit is available. Moreover, it should be emphasised at the very outsetthat on the present level of sophistication neither the RLDA nor the RWDAcontain radiative corrections. The issue of vacuum corrections in Exc[n] isdiscussed in detail in Appendix B. and will not be addressed in this Section.4.1 Relativistic Local Density ApproximationIn complete analogy to (4.1) the RLDA for Exc[j� ] is based on the xc-energydensity eRHEGxc (n) of the relativistic homogeneous electron gas (RHEG),which automatically reduces the full j�-dependence of the exact xc-energyfunctional to a pure density dependence,ERLDAxc [n] = Z d3r eRHEGxc (n0 = n(r)) : (4.4)The derivation of its lowest order contribution, i.e. the exchange energy, isdiscussed in some detail in Appendix B., illustrating in particular the UV-renormalisation required12. The �nal result, that has been obtained by anumber of authors [93, 94, 95, 96, 18, 19], can be expressed as the nonrela-tivistic exchange energy density eNRHEGx multiplied by a relativistic correc-tion factor. Separation into its longitudinal and transverse part according to(3.21) yields, eRHEG;L=Tx (n) = eNRHEGx (n) �L=Tx (�) ; (4.5)where � represents the basic relativistic density variable,� = (3�2n) 13mc ; (4.6)and eNRHEGx (n) and the �L=Tx are explicitly given in (B.51,B.54,B.55). Thevariation of the �L=Tx with � is shown in Fig.4.1. One notices that the longi-tudinal contribution dominates in the low density limit and that it dependsonly weakly on �. The transverse part shows a stronger dependence on � anddominates in the high density regime, in which eRHEGx even changes its sign.The transverse part can be analysed further if one separates it into amagnetic (or current-current) and a retardation component or if one restrictsoneself to its weakly relativistic limit, the so-called Breit contribution [48, 97],eRHEG;Tx = emagx + eretx = eT;Breitx + : : : ;where the individual terms follow from the structure of the transverse photonpropagator D0;T�� ,12 Note that in the case of eRHEGx vacuum corrections do not contribute afterrenormalisation, so that the complete result is identical with its no-sea/pairapproximation.
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 nonrel. limit ultrarel. limit!"longitudinal"total"transverse�x(�) � = ~(3�2n) 13=(mc)Fig. 4.1. Relativistic correction factor for the LDA exchange energy density: Lon-gitudinal contribution (B.54), transverse contribution (B.55) and total correction�Lx + �Tx .D0;T00 (k) = �4�e2k2 + i� � 4�e2k2 = 4�e2(k0)2k4 + : : :) retardation of charge-charge interactionD0;Tij (k) = �ij 4�e2k2 + i� = �ij �4�e2k2 + : : :) magnetic interaction (= Gaunt interaction + : : :) ;inserted into (3.32). The density dependence of these terms is illustrated inFig.4.2, which shows that the behaviour of eTx is largely dominated by themagnetic contribution. The relative minor role of higher order retardatione�ects is emphasised by the similarity between eTx and eT;Breitx .In Fig.4.3 we plot the density dependence of the resulting exchange poten-tials. The relevant range of density values for electronic structure calculationsis indicated by the �-values at the origin and the expectation value of theradial coordinate of the 1S1=2-orbital for the Kr and Hg atoms. One �ndsthat relativistic e�ects are somewhat more pronounced for vx than for ex andare de�nitely relevant for inner shell features of high Z-atoms.Relativistic correlation contributions in the LDA have so far only beenconsidered on the basis of a partial resummation of those terms in the per-turbation expansion in e2 which are the most relevant in the high densitylimit. This contribution is either called the ring approximation (in accordance
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Relativistic Density Functional Theory 31with its diagrammatic form) or, most often, the random phase approxima-tion (RPA | which we shall use here) to eRHEGc . The detailed discussionof eRHEG;RPAc is again relegated to Appendix B.. In contrast to the caseof exchange no closed analytical expression can be given for eRHEG;RPAc .Numerical results (within the no-sea approximation) have been obtained byRamana and Rajagopal [98] and by M�uller and Serot [99]. The resultingrelativistic correction factor,eRHEG;RPAc (n) = eNRHEG;RPAc (n) �RPAc (�) ; (4.7)(again decomposed into its longitudinal and transverse contributions) isshown in Fig.4.4. As for the exchange energy the relativistic correction for
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total# "longitudinaltransverse#�RPAc (�) �Fig. 4.4. Relativistic corrections to the LDA correlation energy density within theRPA [99].the RPA to eRHEGc is substantial (a similar correction factor is found for thecorresponding correlation potential [22, 98]).One may ask whether the correction factor �RPAc , Eq.(4.7), can be of anyuse in actual applications. In this respect it is important to note that for thenonrelativistic HEG the RPA, which only contains one of the diagrammaticcontributions to eNRHEGc of order e4, is not an accurate approximation tothe full eNRHEGc even for the highest relevant densities inside the nuclei ofhigh-Z atoms (� � 10, rs � 0:001). On the other hand, the combination ofeRHEG;RPAc with the remaining contributions of order e4 (here abbreviated byRPA+) agrees within an accuracy of 3% with eNRHEGc already for densities



32 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerwith rs � 0:1 (� � 0:1), i.e. for densities below which relativistic correctionsare irrelevant (note that all relativistic corrections are proportional to �2 forsmall �). Consequently in this intermediate and low density regime the wellknown nonrelativistic eNRHEGc can also be used for the RLDA. An accurateform for the RLDA correlation energy is thus obtained fromeRHEGc (n) = eRHEG;RPA+c (n) � eNRHEG;RPA+c (n) + eNRHEGc (n) ; (4.8)where the relativistic corrections are only included via the RPA+ (which alsodominates in the relativistic high-density limit| compare Appendix B.). Forlow and intermediate densities eRHEG;RPA+c (n) and eNRHEG;RPA+c (n) canceleach other, while for relativistic densities higher than � � 0:1 the two right-most expressions cancel. Unfortunately, the complete density dependence ofthe relativistic RPA+ is not known. In the high density limit, however, one�nds [96] eRHEG;RPA+c (n) ��>>1 1:4 eRHEG;RPAc (n) ; (4.9)so that �RPAc (n) represents a lower bound for the total �c(n). The errorfor the relevant density range 0:1 < � < 1 is di�cult to estimate, butshould be less than the 30% indicated by (4.9) as on the nonrelativistic leveleNRHEG;RPA+c and eNRHEG;RPAc di�er by roughly 20% for � = 0:1. In viewof the fact that the RPA+ has not been fully evaluated, however, only therelativistic correction due to the RPA can presently be used instead of themore accurate form (4.8),eRHEGc (n) ' eRHEG;RPAc (n)� eNRHEG;RPAc (n) + eNRHEGc (n) : (4.10)4.2 Relativistic Weighted Density ApproximationIn the nonrelativistic LDA one �nds partial, but by no means satisfactorycancellation of self interaction e�ects between EH and ELDAx . The WDA[100, 101] constitutes a relatively direct approach, in which one attempts toimprove on this situation by a density functional representation of the paircorrelation function.In order to apply the WDA in the relativistic regime, a fully covariant ex-tension of the concept of the pair correlation function would be desirable. Toour knowledge this is, however, not available. Nevertheless, if one restricts thediscussion to the (instantaneous) longitudinal limit, one can express ELxc[n],Eq.(3.21), via a relativistic pair correlation function de�ned in analogy to thenonrelativistic case asg(r; r0) = < �0jn̂(r)n̂(r0)j�0 >n(r) n(r0) � �(3)(r � r0)n(r) : (4.11)By de�nition, g is symmetric,g(r; r0) = g(r0; r) ; (4.12)



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 33and satis�es the sum ruleZ d3r0 n(r0) [g(r; r0) � 1] = �1 : (4.13)In fact, (4.13) is also satis�ed by the x-only limit gx of g, i.e. its lowest ordercontribution in e2. In the relativistic case only this limit of the pair correla-tion function of the RHEG, gRHEGx (kF jr� r0j; kF ), speci�ed in Eq.(B.68), isknown (within the no-pair approximation [19, 102]), so that we restrict thesubsequent discussion to the x-only limit.For the transition from the x-only RLDA to the x-only RWDA one re-places the constant kF inside gRHEGx (kF jr � r0j; kF ) by a local screeningmomentum ~kF (r), which is determined by the requirement, that the basicsum rule (4.13) be satis�ed in the formZ d3r0 n(r0) [gRHEGx (~kF (r)jr � r0j; ~kF (r))� 1] = �1 (4.14)for any given r. One should note that this prescription leads to a truly non-local functional,EL;RWDAx [n] = e22 Z d3r Z d3r0 n(r) n(r0)jr � r0j (4.15)�[gRHEGx (~kF (r)jr � r0j; ~kF (r)) � 1] ;but violates the general symmetry (4.12) so that one obtains di�erent x-only potentials depending on whether the WDA scheme is applied beforeor after variation with respect to the density. Moreover, using gRHEGx as akernel the x-only RWDA reduces to a pure density functional, without anyj-dependence.The main advantage of this approximation is that it is exact for two-electron systems (if the correct ~kF (r) = 0 is utilised in (4.15) before perform-ing the functional di�erentiation (3.17) required for its application) and alsocorrectly accounts for the self interaction energies of individual closed shells ifa shell-partitioning scheme is used [71]. Furthermore, the RWDA reproducesthe asymptotic r�1 proportionality of the exact x-only potential (althoughwith the incorrect prefactor of 1=2 [103]).5. Relativistic DFT Results for AtomsSo far only few applications of the RKS-equations (3.25-3.29) utilising a rela-tivistic form for Exc[n] have been reported (and none for the '�eld theoretical'KS-equations (3.5,3.15-3.17)). MacDonald and Vosko [19] as well as Das etal. [104] analysed the x-only RLDA for high-Z atoms and ions, emphasisingthe importance of relativistic corrections to Ex[n]. This work has been ex-tended by inclusion of the RPA limit of Ec[n] in the RLDA by Ramana et



34 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizleral. [97]. These authors also point out the need for nonlocal corrections, inparticular in the case of the x-only energy. The inuence of relativistic cor-rections to Exc[n] on the band structures of Pd and Pt has been examined byMacDonald et al. [105], who �nd a signi�cant e�ect on the Fermi surface ofPt. In particular, they conclude that relativistic corrections to vx[n] can beas important as the nonrelativistic vc[n] even for the valence levels of high-Zsystems.On the other hand, a large number of relativistic Slater calculations [23](Dirac-Fock-Slater | DFS), in which the RKS-equations are used with thenonrelativistic x-only LDA, can be found in the literature (see e.g.[8, 9]).However, no attempt is made to review this extensive body of literaturehere.In this Section we summarise the properties of the approximations toExc[n] discussed in Section 4. in applications to atoms. All results presentedin the following [36] are based on the direct numerical solution of Eqs.(3.25-3.29) using a nuclear potential which corresponds to a homogeneously chargedsphere [69]13. Only spherical, i.e. closed subshell, atoms and ions are consid-ered. Whenever suitable we use Hg as a prototype of all high-Z atoms.In the following we investigate both the importance of relativistic cor-rections to Exc[n] and the adequacy of the RLDA and RWDA to reproducethem, using ROPM and conventional relativistic ab initio results as referencestandards. Consequently it is not so much the accuracy of the total relativis-tic xc-energies which is of interest, but rather their intrinisically relativisticingredients, i.e. the di�erences between the selfconsistent relativistic and theselfconsistent nonrelativistic longitudinal xc-energies,�ELx;c = ELx;c[nR]� ENRx;c [nNR] (5.1)and the transverse xc-energies ETx;c. Here nR represents the selfconsistentdensity obtained by solving the RKS-equations with a given (approximate)form for ELx;c[n]. Its nonrelativistic counterpart nNR is obtained by solutionof the nonrelativistic KS-equations with the nonrelativistic limit ENRx;c [n] ofELx;c[n]. In the x-only limit one can examine relativistic corrections on a locallevel via �vLx (r) = vLx ([nR]; r)� vNRx ([nNR]; r)vNROPMx ([nNROPM ]; r) : (5.2)�vLx represents the percentage deviation of the selfconsistent relativistic po-tential vLx ([nR]; r) from the corresponding selfconsistent nonrelativistic poten-tial vNRx ([nNR]; r). The selfconsistent vLx ([nR]; r) is calculated by insertion ofthe selfconsistent nR(r) into the functional derivative (3.28) for that ELx [n]which has been used to determine nR(r). In particular, the ROPM x-only po-tential can, in principle, be obtained by insertion of the exact x-only density13 All our calculations have been performed without a Latter type correction forvx(r) in the large-r regime (compare [104]).



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 35nROPM (r) into the exact vLx ([n]; r) = vROPMx ([n]; r) and thus can be usedas a comparative standard: �vL;ROPMx (r) constitutes a direct local measureof relativistic corrections in the x-only limit with which �vLx (r) from var-ious approximations can be compared (for the corresponding deviations ofapproximate vNRx (r) from vNROPMx (r) see [59, 60, 106]).5.1 Longitudinal x-only FunctionalsBefore considering approximations to the exact ELx [n], Eq.(3.37), some gen-eral remarks on the importance of relativistic corrections on the ROPM-levelseem appropriate. First of all one gleans from Table 5.1 that the relativisticcontributions in ELx are quite substantial: For instance for Hg one obtainsa 20hartree shift when going from the nonrelativistic OPM- to the ROPM-value which represents 5.8% of ELx , very similar to the 6.8% relativistic cor-rection which is found for ELtot. Clearly, relativistic e�ects are most importantTable 5.1. Longitudinal (Coulomb) x-only energies (�ELx ) for closed subshellatoms from NROPM-, ROPM-, RHF-, DFS-, RLDA-, and RWDA-calculations[36, 69] (all energies are in hartree).Atom NROPM ROPM RHF DFS RLDA RWDAHe 1.026 1.026 1.026 0.853 0.853 1.026Be 2.666 2.667 2.668 2.278 2.278 2.706Ne 12.105 12.120 12.123 10.952 10.944 12.843Mg 15.988 16.017 16.023 14.564 14.550 17.093Ar 30.175 30.293 30.303 27.897 27.844 32.419Ca 35.199 35.371 35.383 32.702 32.627 37.967Zn 69.619 70.245 70.269 66.107 65.834 75.604Kr 93.833 95.048 95.072 89.784 89.293 102.095Sr 101.926 103.404 103.429 97.836 97.251 111.133Pd 139.113 141.898 141.930 134.971 133.887 152.275Cd 148.879 152.143 152.181 144.931 143.687 163.321Xe 179.062 184.083 184.120 175.926 174.102 197.564Ba 189.065 194.804 194.841 186.417 184.363 209.171Yb 276.143 288.186 288.265 278.642 274.386 310.268Hg 345.240 365.203 365.277 354.299 347.612 392.339Rn 387.445 414.082 414.151 402.713 394.102 444.584Ra 401.356 430.597 430.664 419.218 409.871 462.365No 511.906 564.309 564.415 554.242 538.040 606.216for the innermost orbitals. This is obvious from Table 5.2 showing the singleparticle spectrum of Hg. Note that the 2P1=2-eigenvalue is modi�ed by 17%and that even the outermost 6S1=2-eigenvalue experiences a 26% shift (re-ecting the 'gold maximum'). Table 5.2 also demonstrates that apart fromthe physically relevant highest occupied eigenvalue and in spite of the verysimilar ground state energies ROPM and RHF single particle energies di�ersubstantially (compare [59]), in consistency with their auxiliary character.



36 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerTable 5.2. Single particle energies (��nlj) for Hg from NROPM-, ROPM- andRHF-calculations in comparison with DFS-, RLDA- and RWDA-results (all energiesare in hartree).Level NROPM ROPM RHF DFS RLDA RWDA1S1/2 2756.925 3047.430 3074.228 3047.517 3044.410 3051.9952S1/2 461.647 540.056 550.251 539.713 539.250 540.5302P1/2 444.015 518.061 526.855 518.164 517.746 519.2442P3/2 444.015 446.682 455.157 446.671 446.399 447.4693S1/2 108.762 128.272 133.113 128.001 127.905 128.2923P1/2 100.430 118.350 122.639 118.228 118.148 118.5923P3/2 100.430 102.537 106.545 102.397 102.346 102.6913D3/2 84.914 86.201 89.437 86.085 86.060 86.3643D5/2 84.914 82.807 86.020 82.690 82.668 82.9594S1/2 23.522 28.427 30.648 28.067 28.046 28.2004P1/2 19.895 24.161 26.124 23.871 23.854 24.0234P3/2 19.895 20.363 22.189 20.039 20.030 20.1674D3/2 13.222 13.411 14.797 13.148 13.146 13.2714D5/2 13.222 12.700 14.053 12.434 12.432 12.5534F5/2 4.250 3.756 4.473 3.556 3.559 3.6654F7/2 4.250 3.602 4.312 3.402 3.404 3.5095S1/2 3.501 4.403 5.103 4.290 4.286 4.3495P1/2 2.344 3.012 3.538 2.898 2.896 2.9555P3/2 2.344 2.363 2.842 2.219 2.218 2.2655D3/2 0.538 0.505 0.650 0.363 0.363 0.3975D5/2 0.538 0.439 0.575 0.296 0.296 0.3286S1/2 0.262 0.329 0.328 0.222 0.222 0.254The percentage relativistic contribution in the exact vLx is plotted inFig.5.1. One clearly observes an 'oscillatory' behavior between 0:01a:u: and3a:u: reecting the shell structure of the atom: Most relativistic single parti-cle orbitals are shifted towards the nucleus with respect to the nonrelativisticones14, resulting in an oscillating structure of nR(r)� nNR(r) and thus alsoof �vLx . This leads to an additional attraction of about 20% in the regionclose to the nucleus. Even in the valence regime the relativistic correctionamounts to roughly 10%.In view of these results there is little doubt that the density dependenceof explicit density functionals for the x-only energy has to be modi�ed in therelativistic regime.On the basis of exact OPM results one can now examine approximateforms for ELx [n]. Here we consider the two relativistic functionals available,i.e. the RLDA and the RWDA15 discussed in Section 4., as well as the nonrela-14 All S1=2 and P1=2 orbitals are considerably contracted, the P3=2, 3D3=2 and4D3=2 orbitals only slightly. While the 5D3=2 as well as the 3D5=2 and 4D5=2 r-expectation values remain essentially unchanged, the 5D5=2, 4F5=2 and 4F7=2orbitals are expanded.15 All numerical results from the RWDA have been obtained with the �t (B.73)to the exact pair correlation function.
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OPMDFSLDAWDA�vLx (r) Hg " " " " " "< r > 1s 2s 3s 4s 5s 6s"Rnucl r (a:u:)Fig. 5.1. Percentage relativistic correction to the longitudinal x-only potential�vLx (r), Eq.(5.2), for neutral Hg from OPM-, DFS-, LDA- and WDA-calculations[69]. Also shown are the nuclear radius Rnucl and the r-expectation values of theindividual s-orbitals.tivistic LDA (NRLDA), i.e. the DFS-approach with � = 2=3. For comparisonwith the ROPM-results in Table 3.1 the corresponding longitudinal x-onlyground state energies and highest occupied eigenvalues are listed in Table 5.3.Two features are apparent from this comparison: On the one hand, the totalground state energies of all three approximations di�er considerably from thecorresponding ROPM values (in Table 3.1). While the RWDA overestimatesthe binding energy substantially, both the RLDA and the DFS energies aretoo small. This deviation can be directly traced to the corresponding ELx(given in Table 5.1): For instance for Hg the error of 17:204hartree for ELtotmatches rather well with the corresponding error of 17:591hartree for ELx .The same holds for the DFS- and RWDA-results (and throughout the peri-odic table).On the other hand, the highest occupied eigenvalues which reect theasymptotic form of the density, and thus even in the x-only limit should beclose to the ionisation potential, are too small by roughly 50% for the DFS andRLDA and by 30-40% for the RWDA16. Thus while the latter improves on theasymptotic form of vLx in principle, the e�ect of this formal improvement onthe physically relevant part of the asymptotic regime is rather limited. Note16 For He the selfconsistent RWDA-potential has also been evaluated by insertionof ~kF into the complete functional derivative of (4.15).



38 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerTable 5.3. Longitudinal x-only ground state energies (�ELtot) and highest occu-pied eigenvalues (��Lmk) for closed subshell atoms from DFS, RLDA and RWDAcalculations [36] (all energies are in hartree). Note that for Yb the DFS-, RLDA-and RWDA-calculations incorrectly predict the 4F7/2-orbital to be most weaklybound. The values given (�), however, correspond to the 6S1/2-orbital.Atom �ELtot ��LmkDFS RLDA RWDA DFS RLDA RWDAHe (1S1/2) 2.724 2.724 2.862 0.517 0.517 0.599Be (2S1/2) 14.226 14.226 14.609 0.170 0.170 0.204Ne (2P3/2) 127.635 127.628 129.417 0.441 0.441 0.511Mg (3S1/2) 198.569 198.556 200.963 0.142 0.142 0.181Ar (3P3/2) 526.387 526.337 530.747 0.331 0.331 0.369Ca (4S1/2) 677.118 677.047 682.204 0.112 0.112 0.140Zn (4S1/2) 1790.721 1790.458 1799.949 0.191 0.191 0.232Kr (4P3/2) 2783.758 2783.282 2795.778 0.291 0.291 0.321Sr (5S1/2) 3172.638 3172.071 3185.631 0.104 0.104 0.129Pd (4D5/2) 5037.733 5036.677 5054.707 0.111 0.111 0.151Cd (5S1/2) 5586.299 5585.086 5604.337 0.181 0.181 0.218Xe (5P3/2) 7438.858 7437.076 7460.124 0.250 0.250 0.275Ba (6S1/2) 8127.344 8125.336 8149.714 0.095 0.095 0.116Yb (6S1/2) 14058.528 14054.349 14089.603 0.119� 0.119� 0.146�Hg (6S1/2) 19638.195 19631.622 19675.706 0.222 0.222 0.254Rn (6P3/2) 23590.763 23582.293 23632.105 0.214 0.214 0.237Ra (7S1/2) 25016.763 25007.568 25059.377 0.097 0.097 0.117No (7S1/2) 36730.804 36714.839 36782.219 0.128 0.128 0.156further, that for Yb all three schemes incorrectly predict the 4F7/2-orbital tobe most weakly bound instead of the 6S1/2-orbital. The same de�ciency hasbeen observed for Cr and Cu in the nonrelativistic case [59]. These di�cultiesto reproduce the size and the ordering of the outermost eigenvalues are wellknown from the nonrelativistic case and are not related to the relativisticcorrections in ELx [n].The percentage deviation of the relativistic correction �ELx , Eq.(5.1),obtained for the three approximations with respect to the OPM standard isplotted in Fig.5.2. While both the DFS and the WDA overestimate the exact�ELx by about 10%, the LDA underestimates them by roughly 20% in therelevant Z-regime. One notes, however, that the deviation of the LDA seemsto be decreasing with increasing Z in contrast to the errors of the DFS andthe WDA. In any case, all three approximations are not satisfactory from aquantitative point of view.The fact that the longitudinal x-only energies obtained from some approx-imate functional are rather insensitive to the density inserted into the func-tional [19] is demonstrated explicitly in Table 5.4. Here the ELx obtained byinsertion of the selfconsistent ROPM-, DFS-, RLDA-, and RWDA-densities
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DFSLDAWDA% ZFig. 5.2. Percentage deviation of �ELx for neutral atoms with respect to the exactOPM results obtained from DFS, LDA and WDA.for Hg into the corresponding functionals are listed17: While the energy dif-ferences between the four functionals (for any given density) are substantial,the di�erences generated by the four densities for a given functional are ofthe order of a few 100mhartree. These latter di�erences originate from theselfconsistency procedure, i.e. from the corresponding vLx . In other words:The selfconsistent nR is dominated by relativistic kinematics and the nuclearattraction, the x-potential only plays a minor role. Nevertheless the impactof the relativistic corrections in vLx on atomic exchange energies is largerthan the di�erences between more re�ned nonlocal functionals on the nonrel-ativistic level. Consequently relativistic corrections to the longitudinal x-onlyenergy should not just be taken into account perturbatively, but rather beincluded in the selfconsistency loop.The relativistic corrections in vLx are also apparent for the innermostRKS-eigenvalues. Notwithstanding their auxiliary nature, these single par-ticle levels are a direct measure of the quality of any approximation to therelativistic vLx [n]. Focussing on the 1S1/2-eigenvalue of Hg Table 5.2 showsthat the values for both the RLDA and the RWDA deviate by several hartreefrom the ROPM eigenvalue, indicating that vL;RLDAx is not su�ciently at-tractive, while vL;RWDAx overestimates the actual ROPM-potential. The in-17 Note that insertion of a given density into the exact x-only functional corre-sponds to insertion of the RKS-orbitals which yield this density into (3.37).



40 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerTable 5.4. Longitudinal (Coulomb) exchange energies (�ELx ) for Hg obtained byinsertion of selfconsistent ROPM-, DFS-, RLDA- and RWDA-densities into thecorresponding ELx [n] (all energies are in hartree).Hg Densities fromELx [n] ROPM DFS RLDA RWDAROPM 365.203 364.865 364.745 365.366DFS 354.508 354.299 354.181 354.805RLDA 347.928 347.722 347.612 348.216RWDA 391.988 391.785 391.656 392.339nermost DFS-eigenvalues, on the other hand, seem to agree rather well withthe ROPM-results, which, however, must be regarded as fortuitious.This last point is emphasised if one looks at the relativistic correction tothe x-only potential,�vLx , shown for Hg in Fig.5.1.While the shell oscillationsof the exact vLx are at least partially reproduced by all three approximations(the OPM-amplitudes being larger by more than a factor of 2), both the DFS-and the RLDA-potentials are far from the exact �vLx (r) in the region closeto the nucleus. For these approximations vLx is proportional to n1=3 for highdensities [19], with the prefactor being larger for DFS. In spite of the factthat we use extended nuclei this proportionality starts to show up at aboutthe r-expectation value of the 1S1/2-orbital. On the other hand, the RWDAfollows the exact �vLx (r) rather closely in the small-r regime. This can beunderstood from the fact that this part of vLx (r) is dominated by the selfinteraction correction of the 1S1/2-orbital, for which the RWDA-concept isparticularly suitable. This result suggests to search for a relativistic extensionof the model pair correlation functions which are more accurate than g(R)HEGxin the nonrelativistic regime [36, 100].In order to analyse the origin of the failure of the RLDA it is useful toseparate the two e�ects leading to the relativistic correction in the x-onlyenergies [36], �ELx = �Ex(dens) +�Ex(fctl) (5.3)�Ex(dens) = ENRx [nR]� ENRx [nNR] (5.4)�Ex(fctl) = ELx [nR]�ENRx [nR] ; (5.5)i.e. the correction ENRx [nR] � ENRx [nNR] resulting from the di�erence be-tween the selfconsistent relativistic density nR and the selfconsistent non-relativistic density nNR and the contribution ELx [nR] � ENRx [nR] arisingfrom the relativistic modi�cation of the functional form of the x-only func-tional. Using the LDA one �nds for Hg �Ex(dens) = �22:303hartree and�Ex(fctl) = 6:569hartree. Thus the dominating density contribution in-creases the x-only energy, while the functional correction leads to a reduction(as is immediately obvious from �Lx , Fig.4.1) and both are of the same or-der of magnitude. Moreover, �Ex(dens) is rather insensitive to the precise



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 41form of ELx [n] due to the insensitivity of nR to vLx noted earlier. For instancethe values of �Ex(dens) from the LDA are almost identical with the com-plete �ELx from the DFS approach (�22:421hartree for Hg). �Ex(fctl),on the other hand, is exclusively determined by the form of ELx [n]. Theneed to balance the contributions �Ex(dens) and �Ex(fctl) becomes evenmore obvious if a more accurate nonrelativistic ENRx [n] like a GGA is used:For Hg Becke's GGA [10] (applied without any functional correction) yields�ELx = �Ex(dens) = 24:978hartree which overshoots the exact value by5:015hartree to be compensated by �Ex(fctl).For an evaluation of the exact�Ex(dens) and�Ex(fctl) one needs the setof nonrelativistic KS-orbitals which generates the ROPM density (requiredfor ENRx [nR]). While the calculation of these orbitals is a rather compli-cated task and thus will not be addressed here, there is one type of systemfor which the exact �Ex(dens) is identical with the complete �ELx as thefunctional contribution �Ex(fctl) vanishes: For all two-electron systems theexact ELx [n], ELx [n] = �e24 Z d3r Z d3r0 n(r) n(r0)jr � r0j ; (5.6)is identical with the exact ENRx [n]. The OPM values for Hg78+ can thus becompared with the corresponding LDA results,�EOPMx (dens) = �7:963hartree ; �EOPMx (fctl) = 0�ELDAx (dens) = �7:198hartree ; �ELDAx (fctl) = 3:157hartree :The error of 765mhartree for �Ex(dens) reects the fact that the LDA ismissing important nonlocal contributions responsible for the cancellation ofthe self interaction energy already on the nonrelativistic level. The muchlarger LDA error for �Ex(fctl), on the other hand, directly shows thatnonlocal corrections are even more relevant for the relativistic correctionELx [nR]� ENRx [nR]. Furthermore, the total deviation of 3:922hartree in theLDA found for Hg78+ agrees rather well with the deviation of 4:229hartreefor neutral Hg, suggesting that the major contribution to �ELx comes fromthe 1S1=2-electrons, while contributions of the order of 300mhartree are dueto the relativistic rearrangement of other orbitals.The last point becomes more transparent if one decomposes �vLx (r) intoits density and functional components (in analogy to Eqs.(5.3-5.5)),�vLx (r) = �vx(r; dens) +�vx(r; fctl) (5.7)�vx(r; dens) = vNRx ([nR]; r)� vNRx ([nNR]; r)vNROPMx ([nNROPM ]; r) (5.8)�vx(r; fctl) = vLx ([nR]; r)� vNRx ([nR]; r)vNROPMx ([nNROPM ]; r) : (5.9)One �nds that the oscillatory structure of �vLx (r) observed in Fig.5.1 iscompletely due to the density correction �vx(r; dens), as can be gleaned



42 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerfrom Fig.5.3 18. As expected, the functional correction �vx(r; fctl) is only
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LDA, totalLDA, densLDA, fctl�vLx (r) Hg " " " " "100 10�1 10�2 10�3 10�4�2r (a:u:)Fig. 5.3. Decomposition of�vLx (total) into its density component (5.8) (dens) andthe functional contribution (5.9) (fctl): LDA-results for neutral Hg. Also shown aresome characteristic �2-values.relevant for the high density small-r regime, i.e. the innermost orbitals. Inthis regime, however, the �vLx (r) from the LDA is rather di�erent from theexact OPM result. In order to demonstrate that both components of �vLx (r)contribute to the error of the LDA it is again advantageous to consider Hg78+:Similar to the situation for �ELx the exact �vx(r; fctl) vanishes. As is clearfrom Fig.5.4 the LDA does not reproduce the exact �vLx (r). In particular,j�vLDAx (r; fctl)j does not vanish but is of the same order of magnitude asthe exact �vx(r; dens).Consequently the origin of the failure of the RLDA for neutral atoms istwofold: The error is dominated by the self interaction of the 1S1=2-electronswhich manifests itself mainly in the functional correction ELx [n] � ENRx [n].The smaller (but chemically equally relevant) error in the density components�Ex(dens) and �vx(r; dens), on the other hand, is a result of the di�cultiesof the LDA to reproduce the shell structure of the exact density already inthe nonrelativistic regime [59, 106]: The amplitude (not the location) of therelativistic shift of the individual shells becomes larger if the shells are more18 The LDA-result for �vx(r; dens) is almost identical with the complete selfcon-sistent �vLx (r) from the DFS-scheme.
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OPM, densLDA, densLDA, fctl�vLx (r) Hg78+ r (a:u:)Fig. 5.4. Decomposition of �vLx (r) for Hg78+: Exact �vx(r; dens) (OPM,dens) incomparison with �vLDAx (r; dens) (LDA,dens) and �vLDAx (r; fctl) (LDA,fctl).pronounced. While the �rst source of errors calls for improved, i.e. nonlocal,relativistic corrections to the x-only energy functional, the second problemcan only be resolved by using a more accurate nonrelativistic starting pointfor ELx [n] than the NRLDA.5.2 Relativistic LDA for ETx [n]We now turn to a brief discussion of the RLDA for ETx [n], which is the onlydensity functional approximation for this quantity available to date. Thetransverse x-only energies calculated from the selfconsistent RLDA densitiesare compared with RHF results [68, 48] in Table 5.5. The RHF orbitals usedfor these energies [68] could be replaced by the ROPM or RLDA orbitalswithout signi�cantly changing the resulting ETx 's: For Hg e.g. one obtains22:145hartree by inserting the selfconsistent RLDA-orbitals into the trans-verse Fock term. As pointed out by MacDonald and Vosko [19] the RLDAoverestimates the exact ETx by about a factor of 1.5. Moreover, in contrast tothe RLDA's error for �ELx the error for ETx does not decrease with increas-ing Z. Thus the RLDA can only serve as a qualitative measure of transversex-only energies. Furthermore, the rather subtle cancellation observed for theexact �ELx and ETx is not found in the RLDA. The RLDA thus completelymisrepresents the total relativistic correction to atomic exchange energies [36](see Table 5.5).



44 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerTable 5.5. Transverse exchange energies (ETx ) and its Breit approximation(ET;Breitx ) from RHF- [68] and RLDA-calculations [36]. Also the total correction�ELx +ETx is given (all energies are in hartree).Atom RHF RLDAETx ET;Breitx �ELx + ETx ETx ET;Breitx �ELx + ETxHe 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000Be 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.001Ne 0.017 0.017 0.002 0.035 0.035 0.028Mg 0.032 0.032 0.003 0.065 0.064 0.050Ar 0.132 0.132 0.014 0.249 0.248 0.180Ca 0.191 0.191 0.019 0.353 0.352 0.249Zn 0.759 0.761 0.131 1.322 1.312 0.920Kr 1.419 1.427 0.203 2.401 2.373 1.586Sr 1.710 1.720 0.231 2.867 2.831 1.862Pd 3.290 3.318 0.503 5.358 5.263 3.399Cd 3.808 3.842 0.541 6.162 6.045 3.840Xe 5.711 5.775 0.687 9.089 8.877 5.431Ba 6.473 6.552 0.733 10.255 10.001 6.038Yb 13.897 14.148 1.846 21.557 20.778 12.355Hg 22.166 22.665 2.192 34.201 32.654 18.444Rn 28.676 29.397 2.028 44.313 42.046 22.964Ra 31.148 31.957 1.899 48.202 45.636 24.638No 53.576 55.248 1.154 84.987 79.083 41.085As is well known the Breit approximation to ETx is rather close to thefull ETx throughout the periodic table for both RHF [48] and the RLDA [97].Taking into account the subtle cancellation between ETx and �ELx , however,the di�erence between ETx and ET;Breitx amounts to an appreciable percentageof the total �ELx + ETx , at least for high-Z atoms. Furthermore, the RLDAfor the Breit approximation leads to energies smaller than the ET;RLDAx incontrast to the correct relationship. Thus while the error of the RLDA for�ELx , i.e. in the nonrelativistic (Coulomb) limit of the full photon exchange, isroughly 20%, it increases to about 50% for ET;Breitx , i.e. the �rst order weaklyrelativistic correction to the Coulomb interaction, and �nally the RLDA evenmisses the correct sign for ETx � ET;Breitx , i.e. all higher order relativisticcorrections to the Coulomb interaction.The failure of the RLDA for ETx [n] is, however, not surprising in view ofits RHEG origin. The �nite speed of light plays a much more important rolefor an in�nite system like the RHEG than for atoms: In the RHEG extremelydistant points in space are interacting with each other so that the travellingtime of photons between these points modi�es the form of the long rangeelectromagnetic forces (similar to the di�erence between Casimir-Polder andvan der Waals forces [26]). The electronic density of atoms, on the other hand,is rather localised so that the actual propagation of photons as compared withthe instantaneous Coulomb interaction can not have the same impact.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 455.3 Relativistic LDA for Ec[n]Our review of the properties of explicit relativistic functionals is concludedby an examination of the RLDA for Ec[n] (using the RPA for the relativis-tic corrections, Eq.(4.10), and the parametrisation of Vosko et al. [70] foreNRHEGc (n)). The RLDA correlation energies obtained by solution of (3.25)(using the RLDA for the complete vLxc) for a number of atoms are listed inTable 5.6 and compared with the usual quantum chemical correlation energyERCIc , ERCIc = Etot �ERHFtot ��EQED : (5.10)Here the RHF ground state energy ERHFtot is understood to include the trans-verse exchange energy contribution as well as the �nite nuclear size correctionand �EQED represents all quantum electrodynamical corrections (when ex-tracting Etot from experimental data also the �nite nuclear mass has to betaken into account [107]). Consequently ERCIc contains all relativistic corre-lation contributions. Unfortunately, except for two-electron systems, ERHFtotis not identical with the corresponding ROPM ground state energy so thatthe exact density functional Ec does not exactly agree with ERCIc but issomewhat larger in magnitude. This small di�erence is, however, irrelevantfor the present purpose, so that one may use ERCIc as a reference standard19.The same holds for the nonrelativistic quantum chemical correlation energy,ENRCIc = ENRtot � ENRHFtot ; (5.11)with respect to the nonrelativistic Ec. Moreover, full CI results are onlyavailable for rather small atoms so that we resort to data of second ordermany-body perturbation theory (MBPT2) for ENRCIc and for ERCIc [108] inthe case of the more interesting large atoms. On the level of accuracy requiredfor the present purpose the di�erences between MBPT2 and full CI energiesare not relevant.Table 5.6 demonstrates once more the well known fact that the nonrel-ativistic LDA overestimates the exact atomic correlation energies by abouta factor of 2. Here, however, not the accuracy of the complete functional(4.10) is of interest, but rather the relativistic corrections �ELc and ETc , asthe correction scheme (4.10) could be combined with more accurate non-relativistic Ec[n] like GGAs. Table 5.6 shows that both �ELc and ETc aremuch smaller than their x-only counterparts. On the other hand, �ELc andETc add up constructively so that the total correction �ELc + ETc is some-what closer to �ELx + ETx than the individual components: For Hg one ob-tains �ELc + ETc = �0:49hartree within MBPT2 compared with the exact�ELx + ETx of about 2:19hartree. Nevertheless, in absolute values the rela-tivistic corrections to Ec[n] are clearly less important than those to Ex[n].19 Note that the presently remaining numerical uncertainty in the available CI-correlation energies is much smaller than the error of the RLDA discussed here.



46 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerTable 5.6. Comparison of LDA [36], CI (estimated from nonrelativistic CI-calculations for the three innermost electrons and the experimental ionisation po-tentials of all other electrons [109]) and MBPT2 [108] correlation energies for neutralatoms: ENRc | nonrelativistic correlation energy, �ELc | relativistic contributionin the longitudinal correlation energy, ETc | transverse correlation energy (in thecase of the MBPT2 only the dominating Breit contribution to ETc is given | allenergies are in mhartrees).Atom �ENRc ��ELc �ETcMBPT2 CI LDA MBPT2 LDA MBPT2 LDAHe 37.14 42.04 111.47 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00Be 94.34 224.44 0.02 0.02Ne 383.19 390.47 743.38 0.20 0.38 1.87 0.32Mg 438.28 891.42 0.75 0.57Ar 697.28 722.16 1429.64 0.84 2.60 7.92 1.89Zn 1650.61 2665.20 10.51 10.97 26.43 7.92Kr 1835.43 3282.95 11.39 19.61 41.07 13.10Cd 2618.11 4570.56 35.86 44.79 82.32 28.58Xe 2921.13 5200.19 37.57 64.73 108.75 39.27Hg 5086.24 8355.68 203.23 200.87 282.74 113.08Rn 5392.07 9026.90 195.36 257.00 352.60 138.43Concerning the accuracy of �EL;LDAc and ET;RLDAc two features are im-mediately clear from Table 5.6: On the one hand, the MBPT2 energies do notincrease with Z as smoothly as the corresponding RLDA results. On the otherhand, while the LDA results for �ELc agree with the MBPT2 values at leastfor some atoms, the magnitude of ETc from the MBPT2 is not reproduced bythe RLDA. It seems unlikely that the drastic deviation of the RLDA for ETccan be explained by the fact that in contrast to the RLDA in the case of theMBPT2 only the Breit limit of the full transverse interaction has been used,in particular in view of the similarity of ET;Breitx and ETx shown in Table 5.5.Thus the overall relative error for �ELc and ETc in the RLDA is even largerthan that for �ELx and ETx . Note, however, that the underestimation of ETcin the RLDA might be reduced by inclusion of the relativistic corrections oforder e4 which are neglected in the RPA.The inappropriate scaling of the RLDA with Z, and thus also with �,becomes particularly obvious for �xed electron number. In Fig.5.5 the per-centage deviations of the RLDA for �ELc and ETc are shown for the Neisoelectronic series. The error for the correlation energy in the RLDA showslittle tendency to approach zero with increasing Z, indicating that the rela-tivistic correction factor �RPAc plotted in Fig.4.4 is inadequate for electronicstructure calculations.In summary, the RLDA addresses relativistic corrections to Ec[n] on thesame limited level of sophistication as the NRLDA does for the nonrelativis-tic correlation energy functional. Even more than in the case of exchange,
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ENRc�ELcETc%(�102) ZFig. 5.5. Percentage deviation of the LDA for Ec[n] from MBPT2 results [108] forthe Ne isoelectronic series. For ETc the absolute value of the error has been plotted(note the scale).nonlocal corrections seem to be required for a really satisfactory descriptionof (relativistic) correlation e�ects in atoms.6. Concluding RemarksOn the basis of the rather limited applications of RDFT the following com-ments can be o�ered.The ROPM can be readily formulated and applied for the case of the lon-gitudinal exchange in the no-pair approximation. It yields results for groundstate and exchange energies as well as highest occupied eigenvalues which arevery close to the corresponding RHF results. This demonstrates the possi-bility to approach the exchange contributions (including the necessary selfinteraction corrections) in terms of a local (i.e. multiplicative) rather thana nonlocal potential. The next goal is the inclusion of transverse exchangecontributions in the ROPM scheme.Concerning the RLDA it is found that the errors already present in thenonrelativistic case are enhanced in the relativistic regime: The error of thetotal longitudinal exchange energy, which is dominated by its nonrelativis-tic ingredients, is of the order of 10% in the small-Z regime and reduces toabout 5% for heavier atoms. The relativistic corrections in the longitudinal



48 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerexchange energy are, however, underestimated in magnitude by about 20%and the transverse contribution to the exchange energy is overestimated bymore than 50%. As both errors add up rather than cancel, the total rela-tivistic correction to atomic exchange energies is rather poorly reproducedby the RLDA. This picture is con�rmed by the local errors found for thelongitudinal exchange potential. In order to improve the situation, it seemsnecessary to work towards a relativistic extension of the generalised gradi-ent approximation, which proved to be quite successful in the nonrelativisticregime.The relative success of the nonrelativistic LDA is to some extent due to afortunate partial cancellation of errors between the exchange and the corre-lation contributions. As the importance of correlation e�ects decreases withincreasing nuclear charge, this situation does not occur in the relativisticregime. For the present, the discussion of correlation e�ects was based on theRLDA form suggested by Eq.(4.10) which essentially contains a nonrelativis-tic functional in the LDA augmented by relativistic corrections within theRPA. The results obtained with this functional can not be considered to besatisfactory. It remains to be investigated whether the two corrective optionso�ered, (i) use of a more accurate nonrelativistic correlation functional, and(ii) inclusion of all relativistic correlation contributions of the order e4 besidesthe RPA, will improve this situation. The next possible step, the evaluation ofrelativistic gradient corrections for the case of the correlation energy, wouldcertainly constitute an extensive task, even on the lowest possible level.The investigation of the RWDA, be it in the simplest form on the ba-sis of the x-only pair correlation function of the RHEG, demonstrated thatthe problems of the RLDA with the cancellation of the self interaction andwith the (related) asymptotic form of the x-only potential are only correctedin part in this approximation. On the other hand, the performance of thisRWDA is de�nitely superior with respect to the relativistic corrections (nearthe nucleus). Thus further improvement might be possible if a re�ned rela-tivistic pair correlation function is used.Quite generally, it must be stated that some additional e�ort is requiredto develop the RDFT towards the same level of sophistication that has beenachieved in the nonrelativistic regime. In particular, all exchange-correlationfunctionals, which are available so far, are functionals of the density alone. Anappropriate extension of the nonrelativistic spin density functional formalismon the basis of either the time reversal invariance or the assembly of currentdensity contributions (which are e.g. accessible within the gradient expansion)is one of the tasks still to be undertaken.In addition, there is interest to further extend the discussion to a varietyof situations, that have recently gained much attention in the nonrelativisticcase, as time-dependent systems [49], excited states [45] or �nite temperatureensembles [110]. As an example of work along these lines we mention the



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 49gradient expansion of the noninteracting, relativistic free energy [110], leadingto a temperature dependent relativistic extended Thomas-Fermi model.Acknowledgement. We wish to thank A. Facco Bonetti, R. N. Schmid and Dr. H.M�uller for very valuable discussions. Financial support by the Deutsche Forschungs-gemeinschaft (projects En 265/1-1 and Dr 113/20-1) and the BMFT (project 06OF 705) is gratefully acknowledged.Note added:After this manuscript was completed, a contribution presenting an orbitaldependent self interaction correction for the relativistic LDA xc-energy func-tional has been published [111].A. Relevant Aspects of Vacuum QEDIn the �rst Appendix we outline some basic features of vacuumQED (withoutexternal potential) in order to establish our notation (adjusted to allow adirect comparison with nonrelativistic DF results) and to provide details ofthe renormalisation procedure for Greens functions and ground state energiesutilised in Sections 2.,3. and the Appendices B.,C..We consider the Lagrangian speci�ed by Eqs.(2.1-2.6) without externalsources, V�(x) = 0 : (A.1)Due to the fact that the Lagrangian incorporates the creation and destructionof �eld quanta, not even the time-development of a single particle is a sim-ple matter. The time development can be expressed in terms of the electron(fermion) and photon propagators, which are de�ned as the vacuum expec-tation values of the time-ordered product of �eld operators. For the fermionsone has GV (x; y) = �i < 0jT ̂(x) ̂(y)j0 > ; (A.2)and for the photonsD��V (x; y) = �ie2 < 0jTÂ�(x)Â�(y)j0 > : (A.3)As a consequence of translational invariance both quantities are functionsof the di�erence of the Minkowski coordinates only, so that their four-dimensional Fourier transform can be written asGV (x� y) = Z d4p(2�)4 e�ip�(x�y) GV (p) (A.4)D��V (x� y) = Z d4q(2�)4 e�iq�(x�y) D��V (q) : (A.5)



50 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerThe standard approach to the calculation of the propagators (A.4,A.5) isperturbation theory with respect to the electron-electron coupling constant� = e2=(~c) on the basis of the interaction picture. Technically this results inan expansion of expectation values of interacting �eld operators in powers ofexpectation values of the free (or noninteracting) �eld operators  ̂0 and Â�0 .The structure of this expansion can be summarised in a set of formal rules,the Feynman-rules. For instance for the electron propagator one obtains 20GV (x� y) = �i< 00jT ̂0(x) ̂0(y) exp[�ie R d4z ̂0(z)Â=0(z) ̂0(z))]j00 >< 00jT exp[�ie R d4z ̂0(z)Â=0(z) ̂0(z))]j00 > ;which allows an immediate expansion in powers of e. Each power introducesan additional integration R d4z (called loop integration), while (using Wick'stheorem) the corresponding integrands consist of three basic elements, i.e.the expectation values of the free �eld operators,G0V (x� y) = �i < 00jT ̂0(x) ̂0(y)j00 > (A.6)D0;��(x� y) = �ie2 < 00jTÂ�0 (x)Â�0(y)j00 > (A.7)and their link, the vertex,� �(4)(z1 � z3) �(4)(z2 � z3) ;where the zi represent the coordinates of the three �eld operators linked atthe vertex. For homogeneous systems this expansion is most easily performedin momentum space, leading to loop integrations over four momenta ratherthan space-time coordinates. In momentum space the free (or noninteracting)electron propagator G0V , which represents the e2 ! 0 limit of GV , readsG0V (p) = p= +mp2 �m2 + i� : (A.8)The form of the free photon propagator D0�� depends on the choice of gauge,that is the parameter � in the Lagrangian (2.1). In Landau gauge, corre-sponding to the choice � =1, one hasD0��(q) = �g�� � q�q�q2 �D0(q) ; D0(q) = �4�e2q2 + i� : (A.9)The standard decomposition of D0�� (x � y) into the nonretarded Coulomb(longitudinal) and the transverse contribution [29],20 The occurence of the denominator expression leads, speaking in diagrammar,to the elimination of all unconnected diagrams, i.e. it reects the proper nor-malisation of GV (x� y). j00 > represents the free vacuum, to be distinguishedfrom the vacuum j0 > of the interacting theory.



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 51D0�� (x� y) = D0;L�� (x� y) +D0;T�� (x� y) (A.10)D0;L�� (x� y) = e2 g0�g0� �(x0 � y0)jx� yj ; (A.11)implies that the longitudinal part of D0��(q) is identical with the Coulombinteraction,D0;L�� (q) = g0�g0�D0L(q) ; D0L(q) = 4�e2q2 : (A.12)The third basic element of the perturbation expansion, the vertex, whichdescribes the emission or absorption of a photon by a fermion (in lowestorder), is given by � in our notation (as usual, four momentum conservationis automatically implied at the vertices). In diagrammar the free propagatorsand the simple vertex will be represented byG0V;��(p) = � - �p (A.13)iD0��(q) = � ����������������q � (A.14)��� = r�p1 ��� @@R� p2������� p1 � p2 ; (A.15)where �; � are the spinor indices.In the subsequent discussion we shall need the irreducible 2- and 3-pointfunctions21, i.e. the electron self energy �V (p), the vacuum polarisation�V;��(q) and the full vertex function �V;�(p1; p2), as knowledge of �V (p)and �V;��(q) determines the corresponding propagators GV (p) and DV;��(q)completely and �V;�(p1; p2) represents the perturbative corrections to thefree vertex �. The connection between these quantities is established by theDyson equations (see e.g.[26])GV (p) = G0V (p) +G0V (p) �V (p) GV (p) (A.16)DV;��(q) = D0��(q) +D0��(q) ���V (q) DV;��(q) : (A.17)The relations (A.16-A.17) separate the nontrivial higher order contributionsin the perturbation expansions for GV (p) and DV;��(q) from trivial multiplesof lower order terms, thus isolating the essential information contained inhigher orders. These relations become particularly simple if (A.16) is rewrit-ten in terms of inverse propagators,21 n-point functions are called irreducible if their diagrammatic expansions onlyconsist of graphs which do not split into two pieces if one internal electron orphoton line is cut.



52 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerGV (p)�1 = G0V (p)�1 ��V (p) = p=�m� �V (p) ; (A.18)and if the tensor structure of ���V (q),���V (q) = �q2g�� � q�q��!V (q2) ; (A.19)which results from gauge invariance, is used in (A.17),DV;��(q) = �g�� � q�q�q2 � �4�e2q2[1 + 4�e2!V (q2)] : (A.20)Moreover, �V (p) and �V;�(p1; p2) satisfy the Ward-Takahashi identity (seee.g.[26]) (p� � p0�)� �V (p; p0) = �V (p0) ��V (p) ; (A.21)which also is a manifestation of gauge invariance.One encounters ultraviolet (UV) divergent contributions to the electronand photon propagators as well as the vertex function already in the �rstorder of the perturbation expansion. These UV-divergent �rst order contri-butions (1-loop contributions) correspond to the following diagrams for theirreducible 2- and 3-point functions:The electron self energy,�(1)V (p) = p� q 6��r������������r q , (A.22)the vacuum polarisation,�i�(0)V;��(q) = p6����rr ?p+ q�� , (A.23)and the vertex function,� (1)V;�(p1; p2) = � r����*HHHHY r����������������rp1 � kp2 � k k . (A.24)Transcription of the diagrammar into explicit equations using standard Feyn-man rules (within the notation chosen here) yields�(1)V (p) = i Z d4q(2�)4D0��(q) � G0V (p� q) � (A.25)�(0)V;��(q) = �i Z d4p(2�)4 trh� G0V (p) � G0V (p� q)i ; (A.26)



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 53where the extra minus sign in (A.26) arises from the Feynman rule concerningclosed fermion loops and the trace is to be taken in spinor space, as well as� (1)V;�(p1; p2) = i Z d4k(2�)4D0��(k) � G0V (p1 � k) � G0V (p2 � k) � : (A.27)If one evaluates the integrals over the loop momenta one �nds that neither ofthe quantities is well-de�ned. One method to endow these quantities with ameaning is the counterterm technique, based e.g. on dimensional regularisa-tion (see e.g.[112, 26]). In this method one �rst evaluates the integrals (A.25-A.27) not in (1,3)-dimensional Minkowski space but in a (1,d-1)-dimensionalspace. The results evaluated for integer dimension can then be analyticallycontinued to noninteger d, allowing to consider the physically interesting limitd ! 4. Using the abbreviation � = (4 � d)=2 one �nds for the integrals22(A.25-A.27),�(1)V (p) = e216�2� (�)(�p=+ 4m) + �(1)V;finite(p) (A.28)�(0)V;��(q) = (q2g�� � q�q�)� 112�2� (�) + !(0)V;finite(q2)� (A.29)� (1)V;�(p1; p2) = e216�2� (�)� + � (1)V;�;finite(p1; p2) ; (A.30)where � (�) is Euler's � -function in which the UV-divergences of the loop-integrals are isolated, � (�) �!�!0 1� + : : : ;while inside the �nite remainders the limit d! 4 can be taken directly. These�nite parts, which are not of immediate interest in the present context, cor-respond to rather lengthy expressions (for the static limit of !(0)V;finite(q2) seeEq.(B.38)). The general feature that emerges from dimensional regularisationis the isolation of the divergent contributions to the integrals in question: Inall cases one �nds a simple pole structure in the deviation of the space-timedimensionality from d = 4.23 For the discussion of the next step, the actualrenormalisation, one starts with the unrenormalised Lagrangian density, thatis the Lagrangian of the form (2.1-2.4) with the (�nite) physical mass m andcharge e and physical (interacting) �eld operatorsLunren = L( ̂; Â�;m; e) : (A.31)As the 2- and 3-point functions �(1)V , �(0)V;�� and � (1)V;� calculated on the basisof this Lagrangian are divergent, it is necessary to add a so-called countertermLagrangian22 For brevity we suppress all problems related to infrared divergencies in thefollowing.23 It is perhaps interesting to note that the divergent contributions to �(1)V and� (1)V;� satisfy the identity (A.21).



54 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerLCT = L( ̂; Â�; A;B; : : :) (A.32)in order to eliminate the divergencies. The crucial observation for both thephysical interpretation as well as the technical success of this at �rst glancesomewhat arti�cial step is the fact that the divergent contributions to thethree relevant functions, Eqs.(A.28-A.30), essentially repeat the forms of thecorresponding free propagators and the free vertex: The divergent part of�(1)V is just proportional to p= and m, but not e.g. to p2, the divergent part of�(0)V;�� repeats the tensor structure of D0�� , Eq.(A.9), and the divergent partof � (1)V;� is proportional to the free vertex � (but not dependent on p�). Thusthe contributions (counterterms) to be generated by (A.32) have the form offree propagators and the free vertex with modi�ed physical constants m ande as well as modi�ed normalisation. As a consequence the operator structureof the counterterm Lagrangian is identical to that of the initial Lagrangian(A.31), so that the sum Lunren+ LCT can be combined in the formLR = Lunren+ LCT = Lunren(pZ2 ̂;pZ3Â�;m� �m; Z1eZ2pZ3 ) : (A.33)Thus the renormalisation procedure simply amounts to a rede�nition of thephysical constants and operators in the initial Lagrangian, leaving the phys-ical implications of this Lagrangian unmodi�ed.This procedure is readily demonstrated (on the 1-loop level) for the caseof the "mass renormalisation". Here one has with (A.18) and (A.28)G(1)V (p)�1 = p=�1+ e216�2� (�)��m�1+ e24�2� (�)���(1)V;finite(p) : (A.34)In order to compensate the divergent terms (in the limit d ! 4), one addsto the electron part of the unrenormalised Lagrangian the counterterm La-grangian Le;CT =  ̂(x)�iA@= �B� ̂(x) ; (A.35)so that the renormalised electron Lagrangian readsLe;R =  ̂(x)�i(1 + A)@= � (m +B)� ̂(x) : (A.36)Evaluating the electron propagator on the one loop level as before (using thesame Lint) one �nds to �rst orderG(1)V;R(p)�1 = p=�1+A+ e216�2� (�)��m�1+ Bm + e24�2� (�)���(1)V;finite(p) ;(A.37)so that the choiceA = � e216�2� (�) B = �e2m4�2 � (�) (A.38)



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 55leads to the �nite resultG(1)V;R(p)�1 = p=�m ��(1)V;finite(p) : (A.39)In diagrammar the corresponding statement derived from the Dyson equationis ����GV;R = - + � - r��-����������r- + � � : : : .The additional diagram represents the counterterm contribution� = (1 + A)p=+m +B(1 + A)2p2 � (m +B)2 + i� � p=+mp2 �m2 + i�= p=+mp2 �m2 + i� [�Ap= +B] p=+mp2 �m2 + i� + : : : :In fact, the choice (A.38) is not only motivated by technical necessity butrather results from an underlying physical requirement on the electron prop-agator: In order to describe real fermions, which satisfy the standard disper-sion relation p2 = (p0)2 � p2 = m2 (with the �nite experimental mass m) inthe presence of the virtual photon cloud, the full electron propagator GV;R(p)obtained from some Lagrangian of the form (A.33) with a priori arbitrarycoe�cients should reduce to the form of the free propagator G0V (p) with phys-ical mass m for on-shell momentum p2 = m2. Consequently the physical, i.e.renormalised, self energy �V;R(p) has to satisfy the normalisation conditions�V;R(p)���p==m = 0 ; ddp=�V;R(p)���p==m = 0 ; (A.40)which (to �rst order) is achieved by the counterterm Lagrangian (A.32) withthe coe�cients (A.38).The form invariance of the Lagrangian under this renormalisation proce-dure, indicated in Eq.(A.33), can now be implemented by de�ning the wave-function (more correctly the �eld operator) renormalisation constantZ2 = 1 + A ; (A.41)and the corresponding bare �eld operator ̂b(x) =pZ2  ̂(x) ; (A.42)as well as the bare massmb = 1Z2 (m +B) = m� �m : (A.43)The renormalised electron Lagrangian (A.33) can then be expressed as



56 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerLe;R =  ̂b(x)�i@= �mb� ̂b(x) ; (A.44)i.e. the counterterms required for keeping �(1)V;R �nite have been completelyabsorbed in a rede�nition (or renormalisation) of the ingredients of the freeelectron part of L. In terms of Z2 and �m the resulting renormalised selfenergy then reads quite generally�V;R(p) = Z2h�V (p) � �mi+ (1� Z2)(p= �m) ; (A.45)so that the �rst order counterterm is given by��(1)V (p) = ��m(1) + (1� Z(1)2 )(p=�m)= e216�2��4� d2 �p=� e24�2��4� d2 �m : (A.46)An equivalent procedure can be carried through for �(0)V;�� addressing Las well as � (1)V;� addressing Lint. The argument can be extended to any order,after discussion of overlapping divergencies, which occur for instance in thediagram &%'$r r��������������������r r .For the subsequent discussion we also note the normalisation condition for thevacuum polarisation kernel !V;R(q2): In order to obtain the physical charge efor real electrons, i.e. to reproduce the Coulomb interaction for well separatedelectrons, !V;R(q2) must vanish for vanishing momentum,!V;R(q2 = 0) = 0 ; (A.47)which is immediately obvious from the Dyson equation (A.20) for the full pho-ton propagator. Consistent with (A.29) the counterterm for �(0)V;��(q) reads��(0)V;��(q) = �(q2g�� � q�q�) 112�2��4� d2 � : (A.48)The �nal form of the fully renormalised Lagrangian of QED isLR = 14�h ̂b(x);�i@=! �mb � ebV= b(x)� ebÂ=b(x)� ̂b(x)i (A.49)+ h ̂b(x)�� i@= �mb � ebV= b(x)� ebÂ=b(x)�;  ̂b(x)i�� 116� F̂b;��(x)F̂ ��b (x)� �8��@�Â�b (x)�2



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 57= Z24 �h ̂(x);�i@=! �m+ �m � eV= (x) � eÂ=(x)� ̂(x)i+ h ̂(x)�� i@= �m + �m � eV= (x) � eÂ=(x)�;  ̂(x)i�� Z316�F̂��(x)F̂��(x)� Z3�8� �@�Â�(x)�2 ;where we have included the static external potential in order to indicate thatit has to be renormalised in the same spirit as the quantised photon �eld.The physical �elds and constants are related to the bare quantities by ̂b(x) = pZ2 ̂(x) (A.50)Â�b (x) = pZ3Â�(x) (A.51)V �b (x) = pZ3V �(x) (A.52)eb = Z1Z2pZ3 e (A.53)mb = m � �m : (A.54)The renormalisation constants Z1, Z2, Z3 and �m have to be understood asfunctions of the �nite physical charge e and massm of the electrons which canbe constructed order by order in the perturbation series. It is important tonotice that these constants are uniquely determined by vacuumQED withoutany external potential. They do not depend on the speci�c external potentialpresent. If one bases the perturbation expansion on the Lagrangian (A.49) allGreens and n-point functions of the theory (de�ned in terms of the physical�elds  ̂ and Â�) are �nite.B. Relativistic Homogeneous Electron GasIn this Appendix we summarise some properties of the relativistic homo-geneous electron gas (RHEG) in order to illustrate the renormalisation ofground state energies (indicated in Section 2.) and to provide the detailsfor the RLDA and the relativistic gradient expansion (RGE), which are dis-cussed in Section 4. and Appendix D., respectively. For simplicity we restrictthe discussion to the unpolarised RHEG.We start by noting the basic di�erence between the perturbative ap-proaches to the RHEG and the QED vacuum (discussed in Appendix A.). Asa consequence of the di�erence between the ground state j�0 > of the RHEGand the homogeneous vacuum j0 > the fermion propagatorG(x; y) = �i < �0jT ̂(x) ̂(y)j�0 > ; (B.1)already di�ers from GV on the noninteracting level. In our notation the non-interacting fermion propagator of the RHEG is given by



58 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerG0(p) = G0V (p) +G0D(p) = G�(p) + G+(p) (B.2)G0D(p) = 2�i�(p0 � Ep) p= +m2Ep �(kF � jpj) (B.3)G�(p) = p=� +m2Ep �1p0 +Ep � i� (B.4)G+(p) = p=+ +m2Ep ��(jpj � kF )p0 � Ep + i� + �(kF � jpj)p0 � Ep � i�� ; (B.5)where Ep = pp2 +m2, p�� = (�Ep; pi) and the Fermi momentum kF is re-lated to the electron density n0 of the RHEG as usual, n0 = k3F =(3�2). Heretwo alternative forms have been listed, the �rst one emphasising the relationbetween G0(p) and the vacuum propagator G0V (p), Eq.(A.8), the second onevisualising its decomposition into the electron (G+) and positron (G�) con-tributions. Note that due to charge conservation the density of the RHEGis not changed by switching on the electron-electron interaction, so that n0also represents the density of the interacting RHEG and n0 = k3F=(3�2) thenrelates the interacting density to the noninteracting kF . Diagrammaticallythe full G0(p), Eq.(B.2), will be represented byG0(p) = -- (B.6)in the following.While the other two basic elements of perturbation theory, the free photonpropagator (A.9) and the simple vertex, remain unchanged, it seems worthpointing out that the full photon propagatorD��(x; y) = �ie2 < �0jTÂ�(x)Â�(y)j�0 > ; (B.7)and the full vertex function do not: In the case of the RHEG not only virtualelectron-positron pairs screen the bare interaction but also virtual electron-hole pairs.B.1 Response FunctionsMost information concerning the RHEG required in the present context iscontained in the response functions of the RHEG. In our notation the time-ordered current response functions (n-point functions) are de�ned as�(n)�1 :::�n (x1; : : :xn) = (�i)n�1 < �0jT~̂j�1(x1) : : : ~̂j�n(xn)j�0 >; (B.8)where the current deviation operator ~̂j� is given by~̂j�(t; r) = ĵ�(t; r)� < �0jĵ�(t; r)j�0 >= ĵ�(t; r)� j�(r) : (B.9)For the time-independent systems of interest here a partial Fourier transfor-mation of �(n)�1:::�n is advantageous,



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 59�(n)�1:::�n (t1; r1; ::: tn; rn) = Z d!12� : : :Z d!n2� e�i!1t1�:::�i!ntn (B.10)� 2��(!1 + ::: + !n) �(n)�1:::�n(!1; r1; ::: !n; rn) :The static response functions utilised in Appendix C. are then obtained bytaking the zero-frequency limit,�(n)�1::�n (r1; :: rn) � �(n)�1::�n (!1 = 0; r1; :: !n = 0; rn) : (B.11)For the case of the RHEG further Fourier transformation is useful,�(n)�1 :::�n(q01; r1; ::: q0n; rn) = Z d3q1(2�)3 : : :Z d3qn(2�)3 eir1 �q1+:::+irn �qn (B.12)� (2�)3�(3)(q1 + ::: + qn) �(n)�1:::�n(q1; ::: qn) :Gauge invariance then implies the transversality of the �(n)�1 :::�n with respectto all arguments [113],q�ii �(n)�1::�i::�n (q1; :: qi; :: qn) = 0 : (B.13)In the following the connected contributions of the �(n), for which all externalvertices are in some way linked to each other, will be denoted by �(n)c , whilethe linear response function of the RHEG will be abbreviated by ���(q) forbrevity.As a consequence of (B.13) and the Dyson equation for ���(q),���(q) = ���(q) +���(q) D0��(q) ���(q) : (B.14)the irreducible 2-point function ���(q) also satis�es the transversality rela-tion, q����(q) = 0 ; (B.15)which essentially determines its tensor structure. Introducing the (4 � 4)polarisation tensorsP ��L (q) = �1q2q2 � (q2)2 q2q0qjq2q0qi (q0)2qiqj � (B.16)P ��T (q) = 1q2 � 0 00 q2gij + qiqj � ; (B.17)(gij = ��ij) ���(q) can be written as���(q) = P ��L (q)�L(q) � P ��T (q)�T (q) : (B.18)For convenience, we note some useful properties of P��L=T (q),



60 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerP �L;� (q)P �L;� (q) = P �L;� (q) (B.19)P �T;� (q)P �T;� (q) = P �T;� (q) (B.20)P �L;� (q)P �T;� (q) = 0 (B.21)P 0L;� (q)P �L;0 (q) = �q2q2 P �L;� (q) (B.22)P��L (q) + P��T (q) = g�� � q�q�q2 (B.23)P �L;� (q) = 1 (B.24)P �T;� (q) = 2 : (B.25)Decomposing ���(q) into an electron gas (D) and the vacuum (V) compo-nent, ���(q) = ���D (q) +���V (q) (B.26)�L(q) = �L;D(q) +�V (q) (B.27)�T (q) = �T;D(q)��V (q) ; (B.28)the vacuum contribution can be recast in the form (A.19), with the polarisa-tion function �V (q) given by�V (q) = q2!V (q) : (B.29)Using the polarisation tensors (B.16,B.17), the free photon propagator (A.9)and the longitudinal and transverse polarisation functions�L=T (q) the Dysonequation for ���(q) reads���(q) = �L(q)1�D0(q)�L(q)P ��L (q) � �T (q)1 +D0(q)�T (q)P��T (q) : (B.30)The full photon propagator D�� (q) can be directly obtained from theDyson equation (A.17) (which also holds for the RHEG) by insertion of(B.18). For a discussion of the renormalisation of D��(q) it is instructiveto rewrite the form corresponding to (B.30) by introducing the full vacuumphoton propagator, DV (q) = D0(q)1�D0(q)�V (q) ; (B.31)which allows to 'decouple' the screening e�ects entirely due to the vacuumfrom those originating from the actual electron gas,D�� (q) = DV (q)1�DV (q)�L;D(q)P��L (q) + DV (q)1 +DV (q)�T;D(q)P��T (q) : (B.32)At �rst glance this form seems to suggest that D��(q) is UV-�nite as soon asDV (q) has been renormalised, which amounts to replacing DV (q) byDV;R(q).



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 61However, �L=T;D(q) also contains UV-divergent subgraphs. The following 2-loop contribution may illustrate this point,"!# &%'$t t������������������t t .Replacing G0 by G0V +G0D one recognises that besides the obvious pure vac-uum loop absorbed inDV alsomixtures between the �rst order vacuum vertexcorrection loop (A.24) and G0D-type propagators occur. The counterterms re-quired to keep such subgraphs �nite are, however, completely determined byvacuumQED: Similar to the renormalisation of overlapping divergencies eachvacuum subgraph in a (larger) non-vacuum diagram has to be supplementedindividually by the corresponding counterterm (this also holds for multi-loopvacuum subgraphs). The same procedure applies to ���(q).We also indicate the purely longitudinal limit of ���(q),���L (q) = �LL(q)1�D0(q)�LL(q)P��L (q) ��TL(q)P ��T (q) ; (B.33)where �LL=TL(q) is obtained from �L=T (q) by replacing all internal photonpropagators by D0;L�� (q) (note that in the denominator D0(q) appears ratherthan D0L(q) due to the properties of P ��L (q), i.e. Eq.(B.22)).For the discussion of inhomogeneity corrections to the RLDA one alsoneeds the inverse response function ��1�� (q), at least in the static limit,��1;��(q0 = 0; q) = �g�� D0L(q) +��1;��(q0 = 0; q) (B.34)��1;��(q0 = 0; q) = 0BBB@ 1�L(0; q) 0 0 0000 �gij + qiqjq2 � �1�T (0; q) 1CCCA : (B.35)As far as explicit approximations for the polarisation functions �L=T (q)are concerned only very little is known, even in the static limit. The completefrequency dependence is available for the noninteracting limit �(0)L=T (q), i.e.the relativistic generalisation of the Lindhard function [95, 114]. In additionto its vacuum part (A.26) one has�(0)D;��(q) = �i Z d4p(2�)4 trh� G0D(p) � G0D(p � q)i�i Z d4p(2�)4 trh� G0V (p) � G0D(p� q)i�i Z d4p(2�)4 trh� G0D(p) � G0V (p� q)i



62 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizler6= �i Z d4p(2�)4 trh� G0+(p) � G0+(p� q)i ;where it has been emphasised that the no-sea approximation is not just ob-tained by completely neglecting the 'positron propagator' G�(p) in the per-turbation expansion (which would constitute the no-pair approximation for�(0)L=T ). Rather the no-sea approximation for any given diagram contributingto ��� is de�ned by neglecting all those contributions to each fermion loopinside the diagram which do not vanish in the limit kF ! 0. The static limitof �(0)D;�� and its small-q2 expansion are given by (Q = jqj=(2kF )),�(0)L;D(0; q) (B.36)= �mkF2�2 (43� � 43�Q2arsinh(�) + 13 ��2Q��2 � 3�2Q2� ln ����1 + Q1� Q����� 13 (1� 2�2Q2)(1 + �2Q2)1=2�2Q ln ����(1 + �2Q2)1=2 + �Q(1 + �2Q2)1=2 � �Q ����)= �mkF ��2 (1� 13�1 + 2�� arsinh(�)�Q2 � 115�1� 4�2�Q4 + : : :)�(0)T;D(0; q) = ��(0)L;D(0; q)� mkF�2�2 (1 + 1� Q22Q ln ����1 + Q1� Q ����) (B.37)= mkF��2 (� 23 �� arsinh(�)Q2 + 415�2Q4 + : : :)�(0)V;R(0; q) = q212�2(13 + �1� 2�2Q2�2Q2 ��1� (1 + �2Q2)1=22�Q (B.38)� ln ���� (1 + �2Q2)1=2 + �Q(1 + �2Q2)1=2 � �Q ����)= 160�2 q4m2 + : : : ;where � = (3�2n0) 13m ; � = (1 + �2) 12 : (B.39)Note that quite generally one haslimq2!0 �V;R(0; q)q2 = 0 (B.40)due to the on-shell normalisation condition for !V;R, Eq.(A.47). Beyond thenoninteracting limit only the vacuum part of the �rst order (2-loop) contri-bution to the polarisation function [115, 116] has been evaluated. Moreover,



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 63the screening length �L;D(0; 0) is related to the energy density via the com-pressibility sum rule [117],d2dn20 hts(n0) + exc(n0)i = � 1�L;D(0;0) ;so that the long wavelength limit of higher orders of �L;D can be obtainedfrom the associated contributions to exc(n0). Finally, in the context of thequark-gluon gas the high temperature limits of certain classes of higher orderdiagrams have also been examined (see e.g.[118]). These results are, however,only of limited value in the present context aiming at T = 0 and m 6= 0.B.2 Ground State EnergyThe ground state energy of the RHEG constitutes the basis for the RLDAand also provides an instructive example for the renormalisation proceduredescribed in Section 2. and Appendix A.. We start by emphasising that theground state energy is de�ned with respect to the vacuum energy as [96, 113]ERHEGtot =< �0jĤRHEGj�0 > � < 0jĤRHEGj0 > +�ERHEGtot ; (B.41)where �ERHEGtot represents the additional counterterms beyond the energyof the homogeneous vacuum, < 0jĤRHEGj0 >, which are required to keepERHEGtot UV-�nite. Moreover, in the case of the RHEG one deals with theenergy density corresponding to (B.41), rather than the energy itself.The kinetic energy density of the noninteracting RHEG can be evaluatedwithout addressing the UV-renormalisation procedure [12],ts(n0) = < �0jh ̂(x);�� i �r+ (1� 0)m� ̂(x)ij�0 >� < 0jh ̂(x);�� i �r+ (1� 0)m� ̂(x)ij0 >= i limy!xs trh�� i �r+ (1� 0)m�G0D(x� y)i= tNRHEGs (n0) �s;0(�) (B.42)tNRHEGs (n0) = 110�2m k5F (B.43)�s;0(�) = 10�5 �18���3 + �3� � arsinh(�)� � 13�3� ; (B.44)where the electron rest mass has been subtracted. Taking into account thehomogeneous positive charge background the (direct) Hartree energy of theRHEG vanishes. The exchange-correlation energy can be written in termsof a coupling constant integral over the current-current response function[93, 98],



64 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerexc(n0) = i2 Z 10 d� Z d4q(2�)4D0��(q)h���� (q) � ���V;�(q)i+�ERHEGxc ; (B.45)where ���� (q) is given by (B.30) with the electron-electron coupling strengthe2 replaced by �e2, ���V;�(q) represents its vacuum limit and �ERHEGxc isidentical with the total counterterm �ERHEGtot .The �rst order term (in e2) in (B.45), i.e. the exchange energy of theRHEG (according to Eq.(3.32)), is the most simple energy contribution forwhich the UV-renormalisation is nontrivial. The basic problem associatedwith the renormalisation of energies (rather than Greens functions) is thatenergy contributions can not be rewritten entirely in terms of renormalisedn-point functions: At least one overall loop integration remains to be treatedseparatly (as e.g. the q-integration in (B.45)), even if one takes into accountthe subtraction of the pure vacuum energy. As an additional complication,this outermost loop integration often leads to overlapping divergencies. Infact, visualising the exchange energy graphically�2iex(n0) = ??��������t������������t 66� ?����r������������r 6 (B.46)one realises that three divergent 1-loop subgraphs contribute to the (left)electron gas loop,�i�(0)�� = ??��������tt 66 �(1) = ??����t������������t = ����t������������t 66. (B.47)While the UV-divergence of the �(0)�� -subgraph is eliminated by the subtrac-tion of the vacuum exchange energy, the two (identical) self energy subgraphsrequire additional counterterms. As one is facing overlapping divergenciesin (B.46) each divergent subgraph has to be renormalised individually. Ofcourse, only the vacuum contribution to �(1) requires renormalisation, thecorresponding counterterms being well known from vacuum QED,ex(n0) = i2 Z d4q(2�)4 D0��(q) h�(0);��(q)��(0);��V (q)i (B.48)�i Z d4p(2�)4 trhG0D(p)��(1)V (p)i :As discussed in detail in Appendix A. the self energy counterterm ��(1)V (p) isde�ned so that the renormalised vacuum self energy �V;R(p) (A.45) satis�esthe standard on-shell normalisation condition (A.40), i.e. on the 1-loop levelone obtains (A.46). Using (B.2) ex(n0) can thus be rewritten as



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 65ex(n0) = 12 Z d4q(2�)4 Z d4p(2�)4 D0��(q) trhG0D(p+ q) � G0D(p) �i�i Z d4p(2�)4 trhG0D(p)�(1)V;R(p)i :The second term vanishes according to Eqs.(B.3,A.40),h(p= +m)�V;R(p)ip2=p=2=m2 = 0 ; (B.49)so that the standard renormalisation scheme eliminates all vacuum correc-tions to ex(n0) without the need to apply either the no-sea or the no-pairapproximation. The �rst term, which is also obtained within both the no-seaand the no-pair approximation for ex(n0), can be evaluated straightforwardly[93, 94, 95], ex(n0) = eNRHEGx (n0) �x(�) (B.50)eNRHEGx (n0) = � e24�3 k4F (B.51)�x(�) = 1� 32� �� � 1�2 arsinh(�)�2 : (B.52)Using the decomposition (A.10) ex(n0) can be split into a longitudinal anda transverse contribution [19, 95],eL=Tx (n0) = eNRHEGx (n0) �L=Tx (�) (B.53)�Lx (�) = 56 + 13�2 + 2�3� arsinh(�) (B.54)� 2�43�4 ln(�) � 12��� � arsinh(�)�2 �2�Tx (�) = 16 � 13�2 � 2�3� arsinh(�) (B.55)+ 2�43�4 ln(�) ���� � arsinh(�)�2 �2 :The UV-renormalisation procedure is particularly involved for the corre-lation energy ec. Most of the relevant counterterms provided by �ERHEGxc ,however, are already included if the basic expression (B.45) is understood asbeing written in terms of the renormalised response function ���R;�(q),exc(n0) = i2 Z 10 d� Z d4q(2�)4D0��(q)h���R;�(q)����V;R;�(q)i+� ~ERHEGxc ; (B.56)where the exchange energy has not been subtracted for brevity. The onlyremaining divergence (to be eliminated by � ~ERHEGxc ) originates from theoutermost loop integration in (B.56). It is most easily discussed within the



66 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerso-called random phase (or ring) approximation (RPA) in which �L=T isapproximated by its 1-loop contribution [93, 119, 96],eRPAxc (n0) = i2 Z 10 d� Z d4q(2�)4 � D0(q) �(0)L (q)1� �D0(q)�(0)L (q) � 2 D0(q) �(0)T (q)1 + �D0(q)�(0)T (q)� 3 D0(q) �(0)V;R(q)1� �D0(q)�(0)V;R(q)�+� ~ERHEG;RPAxc ;i.e. in addition to the exchange graph (B.46) included for brevity, eRPAxc (n0)consists of the following diagrams,??��������tt 66������������������������������������������������??��������tt 66 + ??�������tt66����������������??�������tt66��������������������������������������������������������??"!# &%'$tt 66 + : : :� ?����rr 6������������������������������������������������?����rr 6 � ?����rr 6����������������?����rr 6��������������������������������������������������������?&%'$rr 6 � : : : :where the coupling constant integration is understood implicitly. The latter,however, can be easily performed to yieldeRPAxc (n0) = � i2 Z d4q(2�)4� ln h1�DV;R(q)�(0)L;D(q)i (B.57)+ 2 ln h1 +DV;R(q)�(0)T;D(q)i�+� ~ERHEG;RPAxc :At this point one usually de�nes the vacuum-screened exchange energy,ex;s(n0) = i2 Z d4q(2�)4 �DV;R(q)�(0)L;D(q)� 2DV;R(q)�(0)T;D(q)� (B.58)+� ~ERHEG;RPAxc ;graphically given by ���������DV ������--"!# &%'$t t�� � ���������DV ������-&%'$r r� ,



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 67which requires renormalisation similar to its unscreened counterpart and,from a rigorous DFT point of view, is no longer a pure exchange contribu-tion. Subtracting ex;s(n0) from eRPAxc (n0) one ends up with a UV-convergentcorrelation energy [119],eRPAc;s (n0) = � i2 Z d4q(2�)4 � lnh1�DV;R(q)�(0)L;D(q)i (B.59)+ 2 lnh1 +DV;R(q)�(0)T;D(q)i+DV;R(q)�(0)L;D(q)� 2DV;R(q)�(0)T;D(q)� ;as the lowest order diagram in (B.59) already contains �(0)L=T;D two times. 24Diagrammatically (B.59) is given by??��������Dtt 66���������������DV ���������������������������DV ������������??��������Dtt 66+ ??�������D 66tt�����������DV ��������??�������D 66tt�����������DV �������������������������������DV ��������������������??"!# &%'$D 66tt + : : : ;where the D inside the electron-loops indicates that only the electron gas part�(0)D;�� has to be inserted here. Finally, one can de�ne the no-sea approxima-tion of (B.59) by neglecting the screening e�ects due to the vacuum25,eL;RPAc (n0) = � i2 Z d4q(2�)4n ln j1�D0(q)�(0)L;D(q)j+D0(q)�(0)L;D(q)o (B.60)eT;RPAc (n0) = �i Z d4q(2�)4n ln j1 +D0(q)�(0)T;D(q)j �D0(q)�(0)T;D(q)o; (B.61)where eRPAc (n0) has also been decomposed into the longitudinal and thetransverse parts using (B.33). eL=T;RPAc (n0) has been evaluated by Ramanaand Rajagopal [98] as well as M�uller and Serot [99]. The high-density (ultra-relativistic) limit eRPAc is [93, 96, 99]24 After Wick-rotation of q0 in (B.59) one e.g. �nds �(0)L;D(q; iq0) � (q2 + q20)�1and �(0)V;R(q; iq0) � (q2 + q20) ln jq2 + q20 j for large q0 and jqj so that two factorsof �(0)L;D(q; iq0) together with the required photon propagators are su�cient toinsure UV-convergence of the outermost loop integral.25 Note that the de�nition of the no-sea approximation for (B.45) is somewhatarbitrary. As the guiding principle we have chosen to neglect all closed purevacuum electron loops whereever they occur inside a diagram.



68 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlereRPAc (n0) �!�>>1 e412�4 k4F�� 7:796� : (B.62)In order to arrive at the complete the RPA+, which we understand as thecombination of the RPA with the remaining second order (e4) correlationcontributions, the two second order exchange diagrams,"!# &%'$t t������������������������������������t t � &%'$r r����������������������������������������r r + 2 "!# &%'$tt������������������������������������tt � 2 &%'$rr������������������������������������rr(B.63)have to be added to eRPAc . In contrast to the nonrelativistic situation the tworight hand diagrams do not vanish. Both types of diagrams require renormal-isation beyond the subtraction of their vacuum limit shown in Eq.(B.63).The complete density dependence of these diagrams is not known. In theultrarelativistic limit one �nds for the sum of both graphs (the individualcontributions are not gauge invariant) [96]e(x2)c (n0) �!�>>1 e412�4 k4F�� 3:18� 0:12� ; (B.64)so that their contribution constitutes about 40% of the RPA in this limit.One can also analyse the 2-loop contribution to the screened exchangeenergy (B.58), 2 ??��������Dtt 66����������������������������������������������������������������?����rr 6,which in our de�nition is beyond the no-sea approximation. Its ultrarelativis-tic limit has been calculated by Freedman and McLerran [96],e(2)x;s(n0) �!�>>1 e412�4k4F� ln(2�) � 116 � : (B.65)In the extreme high density limit e(2)x;s thus dominates over all other knownxc-energy contributions. Note, however, that the densities required for e(2)x;sto be of the same order of magnitude as eRPA+c , i.e. � � 103, are not relevantfor electronic structure calculations.No calculations of ec beyond the RPA+ are found in the literature. Thereis, however, a rather direct argument [99], which shows that the diagram-matic contributions discussed here are at least dominant in the high-densitylimit: As the relevant parameter for this limit is �, Eq.(B.39), it is completelyequivalent to the zero mass limit. Taking the zero mass limit already fromthe very outset, i.e. basing the perturbation expansion for Exc on an electron



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 69propagator G0, Eq.(B.2), with m = 0, one can scale all loop-momenta inany given diagrammatic contribution to (B.45) by kF and thereby extract anoverall factor of k4F . The remaining Feynman amplitudes are dimensionlessand consequently all diagrams give contributions which are proportional tok4F . The relative importance of the individual diagrams is thus essentiallydetermined by their proportionality to �, apart from factors of ln jkF=mjintroduced by the renormalisation procedure (using m as natural renormali-sation point) for vacuum parts of the diagrams. Therefore one would expectthe RPA+ contributions together with e(2)x;s, Eq.(B.65), to be a rather accuraterepresentation of Exc for high densities 1 << � << 103.B.3 Pair Correlation FunctionThe relativistic pair correlation function g is de�ned in complete analogy toits nonrelativistic counterpart,limy0!x0 i�00(x; y) � n0�(3)(x � y) = n0�g(x;y) � 1�n0 ; (B.66)which is an alternative form of Eq.(4.11) for the case of the RHEG. For rel-ativistic homogeneous systems g in general depends on two variables, i.e. kFand jx�yj, and two parameters, i.e. the coupling constant e2 and the energyscale m. In the case of the RHEG, however, only its x-only limit (zeroth orderin e2) has been evaluated so far (compare the recent Monte Carlo study ofg for the NRHEG [73]). Thus while the nonrelativistic gNRHEGx (x;y) is afunction of z = kF jx� yj only,gNRHEGx (z) = 1� 92�j1(z)z �2 ; (B.67)the corresponding x-only pair correlation function of the RHEG [102, 19],gRHEGx (z; kF ) = 1� 94� 1�2  1Xi=0 ji+1(z)zi+1 ����2i (2i + 1)!!2i+ 1 !2 (B.68)+ �2�2  1Xi=0 ji+2(z)zi+1 ����2i (2i + 1)!!2i+ 1 !2+ �j1(z)z �2�in addition depends on �. The result (B.68) has been obtained within theno-pair approximation, i.e.gRHEGx = 1� i2n20 Z d4q(2�)4 eiq�(x�y) Z d4p(2�)4 trh0 G0D(p) 0 G0D(p� q)i :



70 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerThe series representation (B.68) of gRHEGx is not very suitable for actualapplications of the RWDA. A simple and reasonably accurate �t to gRHEGx[92] is based on its form for z = 0,gRHEGx (0; kF ) = 34 � 916� ��2 � arsinh(�)�3 �2 ; (B.69)with the limits lim�!0 gRHEGx (0; kF ) = 12 (B.70)lim�!1 gRHEGx (0; kF ) = 34 : (B.71)(B.71) may be interpreted as a consequence of the relativistic mixing of spinstates [102]. The decreasing depth of the exchange hole gRHEGx � 1 withincreasing � apparent from (B.70,B.71) is compensated by a broadening ofthe 'width' of the exchange hole (compare [102, 19]) in order to satisfy (4.13)in the homogeneous limit,43� Z 10 z2dz [gRHEGx (z; kF ) � 1] = �1 : (B.72)The scaling behavior required for (B.72) suggests the ansatzgfitx (z; kF ) = 1� 92 C1(�) � j1(C2(�)z)C2(�)z �2 (B.73)C1(�) = 12 + 98� ��2 � arsinh(�)�3 �2 (B.74)C2(�) = C1(�) 13 ; (B.75)which not only approaches gNRHEGx (z), Eq.(B.67), for vanishing �, butalso satis�es Eqs.(B.69,B.72). The percentage deviation of gfitx (z; kF ) fromgRHEGx (z; kF ) is plotted in Fig.B.1. In fact, even in the limit � !1 in whichgRHEGx (z;1) = 1� 94��2j1(z)z2 � j0(z)z3 (2+z2)+ 2z3�2+�j1(z)z2 �2� (B.76)the maximal error does not exceed 1%, while for the more relevant moderatelyhigh densities (� < 0:5 | at the r-expectation value of Hg78+ one �nds� = 0:6) the error reduces to less than 0.2%.
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� =1� = 2:00� = 0:40� = 0:08gRHEGx � gfitxgRHEGx(%) z = kF jx� yjFig. B.1. Percentage deviation of gfitx (z;�), Eq.(B.73), from the exactgRHEGx (z;�), Eq.(B.68), as a function of z for various values of �.C. Weakly Inhomogeneous Electron GasHere we provide some details on inhomogeneous systems from the viewpointof a weakly perturbed electron gas, i.e. we consider the external potential inthe Hamiltonian (2.20) as a small perturbation. In this case one can expandthe four current �j�(r) induced by a static perturbation in a power serieswith respect to V �(r),�j�(r) = 1Xn=1 enn! Z d3r1 : : :Z d3rn �(n+1)c;��1 :::�n (r; r1; : : :rn) (C.1)� V �1(r1) : : : V �n (rn) + �j�(r) ;where �(n)c;�1:::�n represents the connected static response functions26 de�nedby (B.11) [120]. Of course, �j� satis�es current conservation,@��j�(r) =r � �j(r) = 0 ) Z d3r �j0(r) = 0 ; (C.2)26 Note, that (C.1) could be used as alternative de�nition for the static responsefunctions.



72 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizlerwhich is directly related to the transversality of �(n)c;�1:::�n displayed inEq.(B.13).The induced current obtained from (C.1) is automatically UV-�nite if theexpansion is based on renormalised response functions, i.e. �j�(r) just sumsup the terms required for the transition from the �(n)c;�1:::�n to their renor-malised counterparts. It is instructive to analyse the corresponding counter-terms for the noninteracting limit of (C.1) given graphically by�i �j(0)� = t��������t�-�- ������������� + t��������tt�-�- �������������������������� + t��������ttt�-�- ��������������������������������������� + � � � :(C.3)(note the multiplicities contained in �(n)c;�1:::�n ) where the external potentialhas been represented by e V�(q) = ����������������� : (C.4)While the noninteracting 3-point function, i.e. the second graph, is UV-�nitedue to Furry's theorem, the noninteracting 4-point function (third diagram)is UV-�nite due to gauge invariance and all higher order response functionsare overall convergent. The only divergent term to be examined results fromthe relativistic Lindhard function. The corresponding counterterm has beendiscussed in Appendix A.. Using again dimensional regularisation one �nds�j(0)� (r) = � e12�2��4� d2 �r2V�(r) ; (C.5)if the gauge r �V (r) = 0 is used.The corresponding energy shift can be evaluated by a coupling constantintegration with respect to the external potential. Scaling the external po-tential Hamiltonian by �,Ĥext(�) = �e Z d3r ĵ�(r) V�(r) ; (C.6)one obtains for the corresponding ground state energyEtot(�) = < �0(�)jĤRHEG + Ĥext(�)j�0(�) > (C.7)� < 0jĤRHEGj0 > +�ERHEGtot +�Einhomtot (�) ;by a coupling constant integration approach (using a normalised ground statej�0(�) > for given �),



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 73Etot(� = 1) = ERHEGtot + e Z 10 d� Z d3r j�(�; r) V�(r) +�Einhomtot (� = 1)= ERHEGtot + e Z d3r j�(� = 0; r) V�(r) +�Einhomtot (C.8)+ 1Xn=2 enn! Z d3r1 : : :Z d3rn �(n)c;�1:::�n (r1; : : :rn)� V �1 (r1) : : :V �n(rn) ;where (C.1) has been utilised for any given � and j�(� = 0; r) = g�0n0represents the current of the unperturbed system, i.e. the RHEG.As for the induced four current the renormalisation of the inhomogeneitycorrections to ERHEGtot reduces to the renormalisation of the �(n)c;�1:::�n . Thecounterterms are thus closely related to those for �j�,�Einhomtot = e Z 10 d� Z d3r �j�(�; r) V�(r) : (C.9)The only counterterm on the noninteracting level, corresponding to (C.5), ise.g. given by�E(0);inhomtot = � e224�2��4� d2 �Z d3r V�(r)r2V �(r) : (C.10)The counterterm (C.9) can be decomposed into contributions to the indi-vidual energy components. Again this is most easily demonstrated for thenoninteracting case. Here the total energy is just a sum of the external po-tential energy,Eext = Z d3r V �(r)hg�0n0 + �j�(r)i+�E(0);inhomext ; (C.11)which requires the counterterm�E(0);inhomext = � e212�2��4� d2 �Z d3r V�(r)r2V �(r) ; (C.12)and the noninteracting kinetic contribution Ts which absorbes the remainderof (C.10),�T inhoms = e224�2��4� d2 �Z d3r V�(r)r2V �(r) : (C.13)



74 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerD. Linear Response Corrections to the Relativistic LDAWhile the RLDA for Exc[j� ] is based on the xc-energy density of the RHEG,Eq.(B.45), the response expansions (C.1,C.8) allow the derivation of system-atic corrections to the RLDA. We restrict ourselves here to the case of linearresponse for which the starting point is given by (C.1) to lowest order,�j�(q) = e��� (q0 = 0; q) V�(q) ; (D.1)(��� is always understood to be renormalised in this Appendix, so thatcounterterms are not displayed explicitly). Insertion of (D.1) into the low-est order contribution to (C.8) then leads to�ELRtot = e Z d3q(2�)3 �j�(q) V�(q)� 12 Z d3q(2�)3 �j�(q) ��1�� (0; q) �j�(�q) :Inserting the result (B.34) for the inverse response function,�ELRtot = Z d3q(2�)3 �e�j�(q) V�(q) + 12�j�(q) D0L(q) �j�(�q)� (D.2)�12 Z d3q(2�)3 �j�(q) ��1�� (0; q) �j�(�q) ;one can identify the �rst term as the coupling to the external potential, thesecond as the induced Hartree energy. The third term involves the change inthe kinetic energy �TLRs and the xc-energy �ELRxc , where the former is givenby the noninteracting limit of ��1�� (q; 0) so that the two contributions can beseparated. Utilising the tensor structure of ��1�� (q; 0), Eq.(B.35), one �nallyarrives at�TLRs = �12 Z d3q(2�)3 ��j0(q) �j0(�q)�(0)L (0; q) + [q̂ � �j(q)]�[q̂� �j(�q)]�(0)T (0; q) � (D.3)�ELRxc = 12 Z d3q(2�)3��j0(q)� 1�(0)L (0; q) � 1�L(0; q)��j0(�q) (D.4)+ � 1�(0)T (0; q) � 1�T (0; q)�[q̂� �j(q)]�[q̂� �j(�q)]�;where q̂ = q=jqj. At this point, �TLRs and �ELRxc are given as functionals ofn0 (inside �L=T ) and �j� but not yet as functionals of the complete cur-rent j� = g�0n0 + �j� . Two paths can be followed towards the constructionof actual current density functionals: On the one hand, one can rewrite thecomplete linear response energies (D.3,D.4) as highly nonlocal current den-sity functionals utilising either that j� (x)� j� (y) = �j�(x)� �j� (y) [5, 6] orthat rj�(x) = r�j�(x) [121]. On the other hand, one can restrict oneselfto a long-wavelength expansion of (D.3,D.4) assuming �j�(q) to be strongly



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 75localised, i.e. �j�(x) to be rather delocalised. This approach leads to (semilo-cal) gradient corrections and has been persued extensively in the case ofthe nonrelativistic Exc[j� ]. However, due to the limited information availablefor the relativistic polarisation functions �L=T (and even on their small-qexpansions) no applications of (D.4) have been reported so far.In order to illustrate the derivation of gradient corrections we thus con-sider Ts[j� ]. Extracting the long-wavelength limit of (D.3),�T [0]s = �12 Z d3q(2�)3 �j0(q) �j0(�q)�(0)L (0;0) ; (D.5)which is absorbed in the RLDA in accordance with the compressibility sumrule, one �nds by insertion of (B.36-B.38) into (D.3) and subsequent Fouriertransformation,�T [2]s = 172m Z d3x 1n0��1 + 2�� arsinh(�)�hr�j0(x)i2+3�4 Z d3x Z d3y 1arsinh(�) �j(x) � �j(y)jx� yj�T [4]s = 14320m Z d3x 1n0k2F � hr2�j0(x)i2� �5�1 + 2�� arsinh(�)�2 + 3(1� 4�2) + 12�3� �+ 3�210m2 Z d3x 1arsinh(�)2��� � 1� �j(x) � �j(x) ;where current conservation has been used and [k] denotes the order of thesmall-q expansion. For the density components of �T [2=4]s (i.e. the �rst andthird line) one now can simply replace r�j0(x) = rj0(x) and, correct tosecond order, kF = [3�2j0(x)] 13 . While one can also utilise �j(x) = j(x), thedensity dependent prefactor 1=arsinh(kF =m) of the �rst current componentcan not be expressed unambigously in terms of j0(x) as now two spatial vari-ables are available. Similar to the situation for the complete linear responsecorrections (D.3,D.4) one is left with a choice for this substitution27. Abbre-viating this (symmetric) function of x and y by ��(x;y) one thus obtains�T [2]s [j� ] = m224�2 Z d3x (r�)2 �� �1 + 2�� arsinh(�)� (D.6)+3�4 Z d3x Z d3y 1arsinh( ��(x;y)) j(x) � j(y)jx� yj27 In contrast to the linear response approach the direct gradient expansion ofTs[j�] determines the current contribution to the second order gradient correc-tion completely [122].



76 E. Engel and R. M. Dreizler�T [4]s [j� ] = 11440�2 Z d3x (r2�)2�� (D.7)� �5�1 + 2�� arsinh(�)�2 + 3(1� 4�2) + 12�3� �+ 3�210m2 Z d3x 1arsinh(�)2� �� � 1� j(x)2 ;where � is understood as � = [3�2j0(x)]1=3=m (� = p1 + �2). One shouldnote that the vacuum parts of �(0)L=T are responsible for the rightmost termsin both the density and the current component of �T [4]s . We also remark thatthe response approach can be extended to quadratic and cubic response whichallows the derivation of the complete gradient expansion to fourth order [60].E. Direct Gradient Expansion of Ts[j� ]A density (or current density) functional representation of the relativisticnoninteracting kinetic energy Ts can either be obtained by the (linear) re-sponse technique discussed in Appendix D. or by a direct gradient expansion(GE) on the basis of (2.38), whose kinetic contribution is given byTs = � i Z d3x limy!xs trh�� i �r +m�G(x; y)i (E.1)� < 0jĤej0 > +�T inhoms :The Greens function involved in (E.1) is the propagator for a given externalpotential V � (here to be understood as the KS-potential), which has alreadybeen discussed in Section 2.. It satis�es the di�erential equation�i@=x �m � V= (x)�G(x; y) = �(4)(x� y) ; (E.2)(a factor of e has been absorbed into V � for brevity) and can be expandedin powers of V � in the form (2.36) without requiring renormalisation.In order to set up the GE for Ts[j� ] one proceeds in four steps [123]. In the�rst step the di�erential equation (E.2) is solved by an expansion in powersof gradients of V �. The starting point of this expansion is the known solutionof (E.2) for a constant external potential,G[0](x; y) = e�i(x�y)�V Z d4p(2�)4 e�ip�(x�y)G[0](p�; V�) (E.3)G[0](p�; V�) = G0V (p) � 2�i(p= +m)�(p0 �E)2E �(�F � V 0 � p0) : (E.4)The complete expansion is then written in the form



Relativistic Density Functional Theory 77G(x; y) = e�i(x�y)�V (x) Z d4p(2�)4 e�ip�(x�y) 1Xk=0G[k](p�; V�(x)) ; (E.5)where [k] denotes the order of the gradients and an overall phase factor hasbeen extracted in analogy to (E.3). For x0 = y0 (E.5) coincides with anexpansion in powers of ~ and is therefore called a semiclassical expansion.Upon insertion into (E.2) the form (E.5) leads to the recursion relation(p=�m)G[k](p�; V�(x)) = ��i@=V�(x)� @@p� � i@=�G[k�1](p�; V�(x)) ; (E.6)whose solution with appropriate boundary conditions is given byG[k](p�; V�) = �G[0](p�; V�)��i@=V�� @@p� � i@=��kG[0](p�; V�) : (E.7)(E.7) is then evaluated explicitly to the (�nite) order of gradients one isinterested in.In a second step the semiclassical expansion (E.7) is used to evaluate thesemiclassical expansions of the four current j� , Eq.(2.39), and of Ts, Eq.(E.1).The symmetric limits in (2.39) and (E.1) introduce UV-divergencies whichare eliminated by the corresponding counterterms �j�;(0) and �T inhoms (asdiscussed in Section 2.).In order to illustrate this point explicitly, we consider the expansion ofj0(x) = n(x) and Ts[n] for the case of a purely electrostatic potential V � =(V;0) to second order in the gradients of V . Using dimensional regularisationfor the evaluation of the integrals in question one �nds for the semiclassicalexpansions without counterterms,~n[V ]reg = p33�2 + 112�2��2� d2�(r2V ) (E.8)� 112�2(�Ep + 2arsinh� pm��(r2V ) + �E2p2 � 3� (rV )22p )~ts[V ]reg = m416�2��2� d2�+ 18�2(pE3 + p3E � arsinh� pm�) (E.9)+ 124�2��2� d2�(rV )2 � 112�2�E2p + p�(r2V )� 112�2 �E32p3 � Ep + arsinh� pm��(rV )2 ;whereE = �F � V (x) ; p =pE2 �m2 �(E2 �m2) : (E.10)



78 E. Engel and R. M. DreizlerOne recognises divergent contributions (in the limit d ! 4), namely thedivergent contribution of the kinetic energy of the Dirac sea< 0jĤej0 > = � i limy!xs trh�� i �r+m�G0V (x; y)i= m416�2��2� d2� ; (E.11)and the UV-divergencies arising from taking the symmetric limit, which areproportional to r2V . While the former is eliminated by the subtraction ofthe vacuum energy of noninteracting fermions according to (E.1), the UV-divergencies are cancelled by the counterterms �j�;(0) and �T inhoms , givenin Eqs.(C.5,C.13). One thus explicitly veri�es that from (E.8,E.9) �nite semi-classical expansions ~n[V ] and ~ts[V ] are obtained,~n[V ] = ~n[V ]reg +�j0;(0) (E.12)~Ts[V ] = Z d3x ~ts[V ]reg� < 0jĤej0 > +�T inhoms : (E.13)In the third step the semiclassical expansion of j� is inverted order byorder to the order required. This yields V � as a function of j� and its gradi-ents, so that by insertion into the semiclassical expansion for Ts (the fourthstep) one obtains the desired relativistic gradient expansion (RGE). For theexample considered here (V = 0) this leads to [21]TRGE0s [n] = Z d3x tNRHEGs (n) �s;0(�) (E.14)TRGE2s [n] = 172m Z d3x (rn)2n �s;2(�) (E.15)�s;2(�) = 1� �1 + 2�� arsinh(�)� ; (E.16)where the electron rest mass has been subtracted and tNRHEGs and �s;0 aregiven by (B.43,B.44). The relativistic correction factors �s;0=2 are plotted inFig.E.1. In contrast to �x;c both �s;0 and �s;2 decrease in the ultrarelativisticlimit.The fourth order correction corresponding to a purely electrostatic po-tential has also been evaluated [124],TRGE4s [n] = Z d3x htRGE4s;V [n] + tRGE4s;D [n]itRGE4s;V = 1360�2�3�2�2 (r2�)2 + 6 ��4 (r2�)(r�)2 + 3� �4�2�6 (r�)4�tRGE4s;D = 15760�2�4(r2�)2�� �3(1� 4�2) + 5�1 + 2�� arsinh(�)�2�
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�s;k(�) �Fig. E.1. Relativistic corrections to kinetic energy densities. Eq.(B.44) | solid line(GE0), Eq.(E.16) | dashed line (GE2).+ 2(r2�)(r�)2�2�3 �� 41�2 + 20�1 + 2�� arsinh(�)����2 + �22 + 2�� arsinh(�)��+ (r�)4�3�5 �3� 19�2 � 8�4 + 8�6 + 16�8+ 20��2 + �22 + 2�� arsinh(�)�2�� :The lowest order term TRGE0s [n], the relativistic kinetic energy in theThomas-Fermi limit, has �rst been calculated by Vallarta and Rosen [12]. Inthe second order contribution (which is given in a form simpli�ed by partialintegration) explicit vacuum corrections do not occur after renormalisation.Finite radiative corrections, originating from the vacuum part of the propaga-tor (E.5), �rst show up in fourth order, where the term in tRGE4s;V proportionalto (r�)4 can be identi�ed with the electrostatic part of the Euler-Heisenbergenergy of QED [26]. One also recognises that both TRGE2s [n] and the linearresponse component of TRGE4s [n] agree with the results (D.6,D.7). In thenonrelativistic limit the individual contributions reduce to the appropriateresults of the nonrelativistic gradient expansion [125, 126, 127].The direct gradient expansion has also been applied to evaluate the cur-rent dependence of Ts to second order [122],
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